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On September 21, 2009, the FDA issued a notice of public
hearing and requested for comments on the Promotion of
Food and Drug Administration-Regulated Medical Products
Using the Internet and Social Media Tools. Public Docket No.
FDA-2009-N-0441, CDER 200994, was opened and accepted
comments through February 28, 2010.
The FDA asked for comments relating to the following 5
issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Accountability
Fulfilling Regulatory Requirements
Posting Corrective Information
Links
Adverse Event Reporting

Under each issue, the FDA included several specific questions
for which it was seeking answers. Beginning on September
21, 2009, Pharma Marketing News hosted an online survey/
questionnaire that included all 19 of these specific questions.
For most questions, the survey included specific choices that
respondents could select as part of their answer. Each
question also allowed respondents to enter comments. The
goal of was to obtain both quantitative and qualitative
answers to the questions posed by the FDA.
Preliminary results of the survey were presented at the
November, 2009, FDA hearing in two sessions:
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•

Part 1, covering FDA issues 1 (Accountability) & 2
(Fulfilling Regulatory Requirements);
http://bit.ly/4KXzXl

•

Part 2, covering FDA issues 3 (Posting Corrective
Information) & 5 (Adverse Event Reporting);
http://bit.ly/5GwcPm

The survey was closed on February 26, 2010 after collecting
responses from 274 people. A summary of the results—
including 731 comments—is presented in the following
pages.
The first three sections of this reported summarize the
characteristics of respondents, including their affiliations,
level of support for the pharmaceutical industry, and whether
or not they are US citizens.
Results from each question of the survey are presented in a
separate section of this summary. Below the question on the
first page of each section is a table showing how respondents
voted on answer choices that were offered. The table shows
how many people responded to the question and what
number and percent selected each choice.
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Below the tabulated results are the comments that were
submitted by respondents. If a comment was submitted by a
respondent who indicated that he or she was employed by a
pharmaceutical company, that comment is marked with a “1”
so that these comments can be identified and counted.
For those questions that respondents could select choices as
part of their answers, a chart is included to illustrate how
different categories of respondents voted. The categories
include “ALL,” “PHARMA,” “NON-PHARMA,” and “AGENT.” The
latter represent all respondents who indicated they were
employed at marketing, marketing research, advertising, or
communications agencies, companies, or consultancies
having pharmaceutical companies as clients. The chart
includes all categories EXCEPT “NON-PHARMA.”
Pharma Marketing News thanks all the respondents and
everyone who helped promote this survey.
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Respondent Affiliations

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Which best describes your professional or organizational affiliation
(please pick only one even if more than one applies):
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Consumer, consumer advocate, patient, or other
non-industry aligned member of the public

6.2%

17

Pharmaceutical, biotech, or drug device company
employee (COMMERCIAL side)

20.8%

57

Pharmaceutical, biotech, or drug device company
employee (RESEARCH side)

5.5%

15

Physician, nurse, other healthcare professional
(currently practicing or retired) or medical student

5.8%

16

Employed at a marketing/marketing
research/advertising/communications
agency/company/consultancy having
pharmaceutical companies as clients

43.8%

120

Academic (teacher/professor/non-medical student)

5.1%

14

Publishing/Media/Blogger/Health Web Site

11.7%

32

Other (please describe)

1.1%

3

Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

Other (please describe)
Trade Association
unemployed scientist former FDA, former biotech
Government

Number
1
2
3
Affiliation Groups
Service Provider
Pharma
Publisher
Public
HCP
Other

% Respondents
43.8%
26.3%
11.7%
6.2%
5.8%
6.2%

Respondent Affiliations

Pharma
26%

Service
Provider
44%

Publisher
12%

Other
6%
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274
0

Public
6%
HCP
6%
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Industry Support of Respondents

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Please indicate how supportive you are of the pharmaceutical industry in general.
Answer Options

Very
Supportive

Somewhat
Supportive

Neutral

In general, I am:
%

114
41.6%

99
36.1%

39
14.2%

Somewhat
very
Unsupportive Unsupportive
15
5.5%

7
2.6%

Rating
Average

1.09
(Range: -2 to +2)
answered question
skipped question

Support of Drug Industry
45%
42%

% Repondents

36%

36%

27%

18%

14%
9%

5%

3%

Somewhat
Unsupportive

very
Unsupportive

0%
Very
Supportive
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Somewhat
Supportive

Neutral
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Response
Count
274
274
0

US vs Non-US Respondents

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Are you a resident of the United States?
Response
Percent
79.6%
20.4%
answered question
skipped question

Answer Options
U.S.
Non-U.S.

US vs Non-US Respondents

NonU.S.
20%

U.S.
80%
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Response
Count
218
56
274
0

3rd-Party Influence

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 1 (Accountability): For what online communications are manufacturers,
packers, or distributors accountable? What parameters or criteria should be
applied to determine when third-party communications occurring on the
Internet and through social media technologies are subject to substantive
influence by companies that market products related to the
communication or discussion?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Marketer or agent paid for an ad on the page that is
displayed based on the content of the page (eg,
Google Adword on content sites)

44.3%

104

Marketer or agent paid for the content (eg, paid
blogger or Tweeter to write about product)

67.2%

158

Any communication by anyone that is employed by,
or is a consultant of, the manufacturer should be
held accountable.

50.6%

119

None of the above

9.8%

23

Answer Options

Additional criteria and/or additional comments.
answered question
skipped question

36
235
39

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

When the page itself is payed for or developed directly by a company. Anything else is conversation. It
takes place whether a paid consultant is there or not... at least the consultant is decently informed.

2

Google AdWords is a different animal as there is no direct company link.

3

Any "for pay" relationship should be disclosed, even in a tweet.

4

When a blogger is paid cash for favorable comments about a product, disclosure of that relationship
should certainly be mandatory; that's an advertisement, and it's unethical to pretend it's an "objective"
view. When a blogger receives a free sample of a product to write an honest review, on the other hand,
that's not "in kind payment" any more than is a book reviewer receiving an advance copy of a book sans
purchase. A product, like a book, cannot be reviewed sight unseen. There should be a distinction
between review "freebies" and actual payment.

5

I feel the existing rules about printed material are pretty clear and still members of the industry tend to
interpret and subvert the guidelines until caugth and fine. I do ever see this situation changing and so
regulatory oversite and vigilence will need to step up to review and audit the online comments and social
media sites for compliance to existing regulations. I do not foresee a" self monitoring" program by the
manufacturers or third party supplier of information or social media site to ever work. Regulatory oversite
and monitoring will be essential. And as is the case today in printed materials.... the "bad characters" will
be discovered and rooted out.

6

Pharma is the most over-regulated industry we have seen!

7

Using this criteria then all advertising can be considered as substantive influence. Let's not get too hung
up on stupidities.

8

In some cases the marketer can pay for content and not influence its content. This is CME and CE.

9

1

10
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Any communication UNDERTAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE COMPANY by anyone that is employed by, or...
Content supplied by physician or healthcare professional that may have been paid or otheerwise
compensated/rewarded by pharma company.
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3rd-Party Influence

Number

PHARMA?

Comments submitted

11

Total transparency is imperative.

12

Key word in number two is paid. If a company provides a sample but does not pay the blogger, the
company should not be held liable for what that blogger (or reprter or patient) says/writes.

13

1

Any communication by anyone that is employed by, or is a consultant of, the manufacturer should be
held accountable.

14

1

Paying for content is directly influencing content, and the marketer or agent should be responsible for the
content.

15

1

If there is a contractual relationship between the communicator and the manufacturer by which the
communicator receives any monetary or non-monetary benefit from the manufacturer.

16

1

The consumer needs to know clearly what Internet contents/communications are company controlled
(and therefore regulated) versus all other content.

17

1

As long as there is a disclosure agreement and standards for conversation listed on the third-party site,
those hosting the conversation should not be held liable for outside opinions expressed through the
avenue they provide. Therefore, companies are only responsible for the output from those they pay to
attribute to the sites they host on social media networks.

18

Anyone who has a direct or indirect relevant interest in a company should refrain from making
statements that may be favorable to the company. Otherwise, in case it is necessary to make any
favorable statement a notice of disclaimer should accompany it.

19

Marketer or agent built or created the social media site/community tool for the sole use of the company

20

1

Any communication by anyone that is employed by or acting at the request of the manufacturer should
be held accountable. (Your third option would hold companies accountable for all comments posted by
MDs serving as consultants regardless of time, content (unrelated to topic of consultancy?), and whether
the consultancy had anything to do with Social Media or not.

21

Marketer or agent paid for the content of the site or provided the funding for the site

22

If the blogger/tweeter has been paid to write about a product this information should be disclosed. I am
hesitating over the 3rd point. There is so much variation in communication, I worry that a blanket "be
held accountable" would have unforseen repercussions.

23

Marketer had input into the content.

24

Pharmaceuticals are an opaque good. Thus, pharma companies should have contractual provisions to
control the messaging -- and ensure the balance and accuracy -- of all messagin offered by any agent
pharma retains, hires, employs or contracts with.

25

In my view, a communication by an employee or consultant is not a "third-party communication".

26

Substantive influence could also include non-monetary influences such as "wining and dining" or inviting
bloggers to events or hiring bloggers as "consultants."

27

this is very complex. My initial thoughts have been that all parties are responsible if someone is in the
employ (directly on staff or indirectly as any type of third party). Once the company is involved and $$$
change hands, it's incumbent upon all parties to post accurate, responsible info.

28

1

Disclosure that a value was transferred from the manufacturer to any content creator or syndicator

29

Should be standard disclaimer that reports relationship level and this should be carried over to print for
consistency (or may be taken from current journal protocols). Paid content can be identified as well.
Potential disclaimers regarding intent ["advertising"] or any other subjective variable are just silly.

30

Paid under FTC definition to include "gifts" or any kind of renumeration.

31

I don't believe it is healthy to have paid bloggers, tweeters or even PR spokespeople. I also think DTC
ads should be banned, but social media to improve education and balanced information is a good idea.

32

Any and all agents of the company should be held accountable. The phrase "employed by, or is a
consultant of" leaves too much leeway for interpretation about specifically who should be held liable.
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3rd-Party Influence

Number

PHARMA?

Comments submitted

33

1

While this wouldn't necessarily be in the regulatoins or guidances, best practices (or possibly trade orgs
such as BIO, PhRMA, AdvaMED) could strongly recommend that company SOPs and compliance training
require that any employee wishing to post branded product information be required to go through "LMR"
reviews internally prior to posting.

34

1

And ad appearing on a web page should in no way be implied as influence on content - all reputable
websites have strict guidelines against this

35

The first one - on-site advertising - is challenging - but I think the other two are clear.

36

I do not see any difference between conventional and social media channels in this respect - paid-for
content is influenced by default however it is distributed, and should be treated consistently.
11

ALL (235)

PHARMA (58)

NOT PHARMA (177)

%

%

%

%

9.8%

5.2%

11.3%

12.4%

Direct Payment for Content

67.2%

63.8%

68.4%

69.5%

Paid Ad Next to Content

44.3%

50.0%

42.4%

40.0%

50.6%

62.1%

46.9%

49.5%

Influences
None of Above

Any Content by Employee/Agent

AGENT (105)

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Influence Over 3rd Party Content
ALL (235)

PHARMA (58)

AGENT (105)
50%

Any Content by
Employee/Agent

62%
51%
40%

Paid Ad Next to
Content

50%
44%
70%
64%
67%

Direct Payment for
Content

None of Above

12%
5%
10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% Respondents
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50%

60%

70%

3rd-Party Independence

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 1 (Accountability): For what online communications are manufacturers,
packers, or distributors accountable? In particular, when should third-party
discussions be treated as being performed by, or on behalf of, the
companies that market the product, as opposed to being performed
independent of the influence of the companies marketing the products?
Answer Options
When marketer or agent sponsors the discussion
(eg, provides a specific grant to independent 3rdparty host such as a patient advocacy group to
sponsor the discussion)
When marketer or agent paid for the content (eg,
paid patients for testimonials or otherwise provided
compensation)
When marketer or agent paid for display ads to be
run on specific discussion pages (eg, only
discussions related to the product advertised)
None of the above

Response
Percent

Response
Count

46.8%

109

79.8%

186

41.2%

96

11.2%

26

Additional triggers and/or additional comments.
answered question
skipped question

33
233
41

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

1

1

If an agent sponsors a discussion on a third party host, it should not be held accountable for the
content, unless it is involved in the discussion. Sponsorship for discussions like this are desperately
needed because these patients need a place to get together and talk and share information.
Without funding, they are lost. I have been there, as a patient and a caregiver. Most people block
ads like those mentioned in the third option, ... anyone investing in that has a poor marketing
department. The click through rate on something like that is (last I read) somewhere around .04%
If they are there, that's fine, use the one click rule.

2

Such "sponsored postings" or other paid content is certainly not truly independent, unless the
poster is clearly claiming such independence and fully disclosing the nature of their sponsorship.

3

The third box above *when marketer or agent paid for display ads...." may seem extreme however, unfortunately, i believe the system will be abused if this precaution is not taken.

4

The key words here are sponsored and paid - if they paid for it they become both accountable and
responsible for their content. However, independent comments (eg on YouTube discussions that
follow), these are clearly opinions of other people and independent.

5

As long as the company or marketer does not dictate results or conclusions, there's no conflict. IF
findings are altered to suit the company or marketer, that's a different story and should be treated
as a violation of ethical standards.

6

I think it is fair to say that history has shown that when any manufacturer pays or sponsors any
type of communication program ( article/paper) , website, literature etc, the information supplied
is tipped or biased in favor of the manufacturer and product......why would they ever pay money
to provide it?????
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3rd-Party Independence
Number

PHARMA?

Comments submitted

7

Also, when marketer or agent sponsors a partnership which drives the discussion. For example, if
a pharmaceutical company partners with the American Diabetes Association on a program, or an
ADA program is made possible because of a grant from industry it should be treated as being
performed by the company.

8

Unless company is supplying the content or writing script for the discussion, the company is not
reponsible for the content - merely for any marketing done on or near the content.

9

I don't think companies should be responsible for 3rd party comments in a sidewiki for example.

10

The FDA is trying to control a technolgy that moves too fast.

11

If the grant is the sole support of the discussion and the patient advocacy, then I would mark
that. If it is a grant to patient group and they then use it for a number of programs including the
discussion without specifying it as part of the grant application, then no

12

Exceptions occur if a grant is provided and marketer has "no say".

13

Content supplied by physician or healthcare professional that may have been paid or otheerwise
compensated/rewarded by pharma company.

14

1

Paying for content is directly influencing content, and the marketer or agent should be responsible
for the content.

15

1

Agent sponsorship does not have to trigger non-independence if there is full disclosure as is done
in scientific journal publications.

16

1

Marketers or agents who take on projects about their company on their own behalf (who are not
being supplementally paid for content), should not be tied to FDA regulations. Only those
additionally compensated for their social media work should be held responsible for staying in line
with industry regulations. However, once ad space is purchased or additional compensation is
given, to company employees or agents of the company, there should indeed be stipulations in
place to regulate usage.

17

1

When a marketer or agent sponsors the discussion and those making favorable comments to the
them are direct or indirect beneficiaries. This would not be apply when who is making the
favorable comment is an independent voice

18

1

When marketer or agent pays any contributor to a discussion

19

Marketer or agent built or created the social media site/community tool for the sole use of the
company (e.g., marketer or agent builds it own social network for patients vs. sponsoring an
existing independent community)

20

When marketer or agent controls what is/isn't posted, i.e. if they screen comments.

21

I'm not conerned about display ads, because people know that an ad is a statement by the
company.

22

Marketer had influence over the content.

23

When a pharma company encourages employees to message -- but does not separately
compensate them for the messaging efforts.

24

marketers or paid agents should be obliged to disclose their dependencies; similar to scientists
presenting results from company sponsored research.

25

If the third-party discussion is initiated by the company that markets the product being discussed,
that may trigger non-independence.

26

Agree that all three should be treated as being performed by, or on behalf of, the
marketer/company, but the first scenario, sponsorship, is less black and white. Should be
disclosure for that first scenario, but it's not as direct line between marketer and content as in
scenarios two and three.
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3rd-Party Independence
Number

PHARMA?

Comments submitted

27

Funding should be clearly identified "This page funded by a grant by the Evil Corporation." Not
nonsense about unrestricted educational grant -- pay to play, that's all.

28

Disclosure should be mandatory but content should be assumed to be independent even if site is
sponsored by company (e.g. PatientslikeMe)

29

This is a tricky area. IF a company gives a grant for a patient advocacy group to run online
support groups, there may be a conflict of interest. Perhaps the group should be monitored to
make sure negative comments are just as likely as positive comments to get approved. The
amount of income from the company should also be considered. If they give more than 25% or
50% of the organizations's income, they will have some power over the content of the group even
without it being stated.

30

1

Independent grants should not place a burden of monitoring/reporting onto a company.

31

1

Buying ads where this is relevant content is basic advertising 101, it should not imply influence
over the content.

32

for the first box (sponsored discussion) if the discussion is about the drug in question, then yes.
If the discussion is about all treatment options (drug and non-drug) then no.

33

In all of these cases, just because pharma paid for a discussion to take place doesn't mean that
the resulting discussion cannot be independent/credible. As with existing third-parties funded by
'unrestricted grants', everything should be held at "arms' length" from the sponsor.
8

Continues on next page…
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3rd-Party Independence

ALL (233)
%

PHARMA
(58)
%

NOT PHARMA
(175)
%

AGENT
(104)
%

None of Above

11.2%

5.2%

13.1%

13.5%

Directly Compensatied by Marketer

79.8%

84.5%

78.3%

78.8%

Sponsored By Grant, etc.

46.8%

50.0%

45.7%

51.9%

41.2%

44.8%

40.0%

36.5%

Independence Criteria

Sponsored by Paid Ads

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

3rd Party Content NOT Independent If...
ALL (233)

PHARMA (58)

AGENT (104)

37%

Sponsored by Paid
Ads

45%
41%
52%

Sponsored By Grant,
etc.

50%
47%
79%

Directly
Compensatied by
Marketer

85%
80%
14%

None of Above

5%

11%
0%
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40%

50%

60%
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70%

80%

90%

3rd-Party Disclosure

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 1 (Accountability): For what online communications are manufacturers,
packers, or distributors accountable? How should companies disclose their
involvement or influence over discussions or material, particularly
discussions or material on third-party sites?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

41.2%

96

53.2%

124

Disclosure and disclaimers should be included
prominently on the corporate website near any
links to social media outlets.

38.2%

89

Each company should have a public SM policy that
includes a notice of its transparency policies.

63.5%

148

3.0%

7

Answer Options
Disclosure is necessary only when content is paid
for.
Disclosure should be prominently displayed
alongside relevant content when possible

None of the above

Additional disclosure requirements and/or additional comments.
answered question
skipped question

13
233
41

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

1

1

If some Joe posts on a facebook group about cheese, how much he hates or loves his new
prescription medication for athleetes foot, and is not paid to post that review of the meds... the
pharma company cannot be held responsible. On of the biggest things I had to learn in college was
related to this. Pardon my personal digression here, but I believe it to be very relevant. I grew up
worried about what others thought about me. Never about what I looked like (I experimented with
everything from goth looks to preppy) but about how smart I was thougt to be or how well others
thought I did in school... I then became a Resident Assistant- unawares that if you do your job to
any degree of satisfaction for your boss, that means many hate you. I had to learn, over two long
hard years, that I cannot change what others think of me. I cannot change what they do. I can
only hold myself responsible for myself. The same is of pharma companies. They can only be held
responsible for themselves, not for what others say or do.

2

If a company 'sponsors' a Tweeter via branded tweets then that should be clear with a 1-click link
to the PI. Perhaps an occasional blog post which provides more fair balance as well as a story
would also help.

3

We can't make rules/laws for everything. It would be better to hold companies responsible to their
stakeholders - investors, customers, patients, healthcare professionals, etc etc.

4

1

Disclosure and disclaimers should be included prominently on the corporate website near any links
to social media outlets.

5

1

When companies pay for content to be produced on their behalf, a disclosure, disclaimer and list of
policies should be included prominently on the corporate and associated websites near any links to
social media outlets.
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3rd-Party Disclosure
Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
6

A notice of disclaimer should be provided whenever there is a content favorable to the company's
interests that has been elaborated directly or indirectly by any third-party benefited by the
company.

7

Disclosure must be constant, no exceptions; even Twitter comments must contain disclosure, even
if in the form of a hashtag (#iwork@novartis is in use today)

8

If true: "We encourage our employees to message about their experiences with our products, but
they are not separately compensated for these messages. You should consider whether opinions
being offered here are from a source whose employment is tied to the maker of the product being
discussed."

9

If company involved, should always disclose. In scenario where a brand has sponsored some
activity, could disclose pharma company involvement without mentioning the brand name, not as a
way to cover up brand involvement but to avoid using brand name and triggering need for fair
balance.

10

Disclosure should again rest on what you paid for. If you didn't pay for it, no one is obligated to
take your opinions into account and you are just another seat at the table. But -- everyone who
played a role in content development should be listed, no ghosts.

11

It's this lack of transparency and disclosure that makes the industry look bad in the eyes of
consumers. eg J&J paid bloggers but the bloggers did not clearly disclose that relationship ie in the
middle of a blog months before does not cut it for those who missed that disclosure. Hopefully,
they must be clearer under the new FTC guidelines.

12

1

I think companies should have a public SM policy, but I think this is a best practice versus
something that should be regulated by FDA.
In this current environment, third parties should be - and often are - wary of associating
themselves too closely with pharma. All paid-for (i.e. both directly and indirectly) content should
come with a disclosure; otherwise, it's up to the third party.

13
4

Continues on next page…
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3rd-Party Disclosure

ALL (233)

PHARMA
(59)

%

%

%

%

None of Above

3.0%

3.4%

2.9%

4.8%

Prominently Displayed Alongside Content

53.2%

54.2%

52.9%

44.8%

Public SM Disclosure Policy

63.5%

67.8%

62.1%

64.8%

Only When Content Paid For

41.2%

37.3%

42.5%

48.6%

38.2%

45.8%

35.6%

44.8%

3rd Party Disclosure

Near Content Links on Corporate Site

NOT PHARMA (174) AGENT (105)

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Disclosure of 3rd Party Content Involvement
ALL (233)

PHARMA (59)

AGENT (105)
45%
46%
38%

Near Content Links on Corporate Site

49%
37%
41%

Only When Content Paid For

65%
68%
64%

Public SM Disclosure Policy
45%

Prominently Displayed Alongside Content

None of Above

54%
53%

5%
3%
3%

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

% Respondents
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Special Considerations

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 1 (Accountability): For what online communications are manufacturers,
packers, or distributors accountable? Are there different considerations that
should be weighed depending on the specific social media platform that
is used or based on the intended audience? If so, what are these
considerations?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Yes

44.3%

102

No

25.7%

59

Don't Know

30.0%

69

Answer Options

70

Please add additional comments.

answered question
skipped question

230
44

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

Different audience needs different treatment.
I think disclosure is critical and platform agnostic. Form of disclosure may be different
depending on platform.

2
3

1

Many social media sites and search engines has space limitations, this must be taken into
considering when reviewing how risk information is presented.

4

1

Old are more vulnerable, young are more internet savvy.

5

Twitter would be media tool rife for abuse, not sure how to overcome the challenges

6

Specific regulations must be put in place based on the character limits and content limits of each
social media site.

7

Small content venues should have one icon link to relevant information.

8

Patient vs HCPs

9

Well clearly, you have a lot more scope and space for declaring relationships or side effect
information on a blog or Facebook page vs. Twitter. Different guidelines need to be drafted for
microblogs and Twitter like environments.

10

Not sure what to do about Twitter. How much regulation can apply to this? Twitter is too free,
open-ended.

11

However, as social media is constantly changing these considerations should be somewhat
general to allow for change (e.g., video focused, microblogging, communities, etc. )

12

1

If you mean, are docs smarter than pts, no difference. Transparency rules the day. Clear, simple
disclosure works across channels.

13
14

SM is changing is still shaping itself, which requires a certain amount of flexibility. Some
platforms are better fitted for transparency, disclosures.... Those who are less fitted are still
important to engage consumer and enhance the health outcome and therefore should be
included with different considerations (guidelines needed still)

1

Different rules for target audience <16 years

15

Yes, length of disclosure of twitter might be different than in a full blog posting.

16

There is no way to account for all platforms with a single regulation. Neither is it possible to
predict the social media platforms of the future.
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17

Market research via social media should be treated like any market research

18

Both paid-for bloggers as well as their sponsors need to disclose. Perhaps what pharma and FDA
need is a kin to published lobbyist lists where the public can checkin on names of bloggers etc.
who are associated with particular companies when their sponsorship exceeds $X.

19

Any participation by a pharma or agent should be transparent and clearly identified

20

1

The whole purpose of social media is to create two-way relationships with consumers.
Customers must be able to respond to content and post on "Facebook" fan pages. Twitter only
allows 140 characters. That should be used to drive traffic to corporate websites with full product
disclosure. Third party bloggers should be handled like any other news source such as the
NYTimes and Wall Street Journal. They maintain editorial control. If the a blogger is paid to blog,
that should be identified much like an "advertorial".

1

DDMAC should expect that submissions from pharma companies will have a different style and
mannerisms than typical medical information. Communications in social media from pharma are
unlikely to be effective if they cannot adopt the same coloquialisms and tone of the site that is
being used. In other words, there are different standards for health literacy on social media
sites.

21

22

Depends on level of "ownership" of marketing channel/medium, i.e. marketer's own website
(Complete); Facebook page (Limited); 3rd party site that marketer does not authorize, promote
or participate on (None).

23

Yes, I think if they promote a product on a site that primarily targets physicians, then the rules
can be less stringent.

24

This is a tricky one. In many ways, all sm sites are equal but in Twitter there is a major space
consideration compared to say, a YouTube video,]

25

An intended (or accidental) audience of children or teens should be more carefully determined.

26

This question is so wide open that the response would take pages to clrify all of the different
types of social media options. Perhaps the most risky social media outlets are these online
communities sponsored by the pharma companies or related their parties.....no one can monitor
all of the content that is generated by these sites all of the time... no rules for self monitoring
and policing the content will ever be adhered to so I feel these on line communities will be the
most dangerous information option to the consumer and prescribers.

27

1

FDA fails to recognize the near-universal understanding among Web users that search ads are
intended to drive users to a Web site, and are not an end unto themselves.

28

1

Depends of available character length/space

29

Yes, important to separate purely marketing oriented content from content that may be around a
disease support group for instance. Also very important to allow for patient recruitment in clinical
trials through social media.

30

Sites or online communities that target children under age 18 should not be permitted pharma
marketing content

31

Twitter doesn't allow for more than 140 characters. Perhaps companies should have a hashtag
that can go on the end of tweets. So if a company is having people tweet about a campaign, it
would read something like "Great campaign called Cure Diabetes @ (link) #Merckcmpns.
"#Merckcmpns would be the hash tag for Merck Campaigns and perhaps audiences would soon
learn that these hash tags are equivalent to disclaimers on platforms where more copy is
allowed.

32

Not based on the platform or audience. Yes if based on whether claims are included (there must
be available space for fair balance, and links to PI, perhaps also to an adverse event reporting
monitored space

33

One can't control what is said on Twitter or Facebook etc.
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34

who is the intended audiemce? patients, clinicians?

35

If any company person is paid to monitor or contribute to a social media platform, then they
need to take some responsibility and have some compliance policies

36

Control and "no control"

37

It depends on what the purpose of the communication is. For example, a blog should have full
disclosure if it is written by an individual working for a pharma company or advertising agency;
or, if a website is sponsored by a pharma company there should be full disclosure.

38

1

Different rules needed for professionals vs patients

39

Consistency is key, you can't pick and choose based on medium.

40

Social media should not be treated as broadcast/marketing media by the pharma companies.

41

whether there is a contracted relationship in place already; consideration for user-generated
content not generated by the manufacturer

42

Twitter cannot be viewed the same as myspace or facebook.

43

Depending on platform: if it is push and no conversation is going to take place than different
standards apply, however if conversation is going to be included and part than clearly need to
define the scope of that conversation.

44

1

In terms of timeliness in reviewing/posting comments on platforms such as Twitter, there should
be different regulations vs. other platforms including Facebook, blogs, etc.

45

1

Available space (e.g., Twitter limitations) necessitates a difference in what is feasible.

46

1

The evolving and shifting nature of social media would make it unrealistic to develop different
considerations for different social media platforms. It is better to try for guidelines that are
generally applicable across different types of social media vehicles that attract varied audiences.

47

If the outlet is only available to HCPs, there should be separate consideration.

1

To a much greater degree than any other product (or service), prescription products (i.e.,
authorized by a qualified healthcare provider) should require regulation based on intended
audience; basically, consumer versus provider.

49

1

Doctors, patients and other groups that may be targeted should be treated in the same manner;
medical organizations should not be held accountable for comments on behalf of outsiders, as
long as proper protocol for disclosure, disclaimer and transparency policies are clearly labeled on
their sites and linked third-party sites.

50

1

When companies have involvement or influence over discussions or material presented on thirdparty sites it is more focused to an audience that a comment on a web blog made by an
employee but both have the potential to provide product information or marketing.

48

Balance, objectivity, imparciality, transparency are criteria that should guide any action no matter
which platform is used.

51
52

1

If HCP based platform, that should fall into different parameters than if the SM site is with a
public/consumer audience.

53

If guidance is platform-specific, Any guidance or guidelines will be irrelevant and out-of-date the
day they are written

54

Physician-only platforms should be treated differently than those open to consumers. Also,
scientific data dissemination -- i.e. posting a link to an SDD press release -- should be evaluated
as such, not as promotional materials. Third, allowances should be made for the limitations of
platforms (e.g. Twtter's 140 character limit, space limits on search ad results, etc.).

1
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55

Only on platforms belonging to companies or registered medical associations

56

Twitter for instance: information is sometimes inaccurate only because there is not enough space
to explain properly. Subtlety is lost.

57

Regulations should be harder on DTC communication and lighter or non-existent (beyond
existing restraints) on physician/professional intended communications.

58

If a platform is a private group or a public discussion would maek a difference in the
considerations.

59

Believe patients and caregivers should be able to "opt in" to pharmaceutical content. Some
patients now more knowledgeable about their disease and the drug than physicians. They ought
to be able to obtain any content and evidence they feel they need to be comfortable.

60

message size constraints should be taken into consideration.

61

Age: we need to stop advertising to the youth of america in order to satisfy corporate greed.
Social media is one more way to indoctrinate people. My experience is that SM serves the
organization in terms of PR, rather than serving as a robust, critical feedback mechanism from
the consumer.

62

Twitter's format is simply too short for meaningful regulatory disclosures. Thus, bought-and-paidfor "Tweets (at a minimum), should be considered non-compliant advertising material by a
manufacturer.

63

as with any other regulatory area, facts and circumstances will always be relevant in determining
whether there is any deceptive practices going on

64

Whether

65

any platform that is not clearly marked as an advertisement or that the information provided was
paid for by the company

66

We should consider that platforms and audiences are not one size fits all and and weigh them as
such. I don't necessarily have specific recommendations but with the evolution of social media,
we don't want to pigeonhole ourselves into one regulatory story.

67

Should be possible to disclose in a manner consistent with social media platform -- space
limitations or need for casual, personal tone. Standard should be to make a reasonable effort to
disclose what ought to be disclosed in a way that fits a given platform or format.

68

guidelines on disclosure should apply to all social media and audience so that specific interest is
clear.

69

I'm sure there are specific considerations but I do not know what they are right now.

70

not sure what you mean
18

Continues on next page…
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ALL (230)
%

PHARMA
(57)
%

NOT PHARMA (173)
%

AGENT
(103)
%

Yes

44.3%

50.9%

42.2%

38.8%

No

25.7%

22.8%

26.6%

28.2%

Don't Know

30.0%

26.3%

31.2%

33.0%

Special Consideration

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Special Media/Audience Considerations?
ALL (230)

PHARMA (57)

AGENT (103)

33%
26%

Don't Know

30%
28%
23%

No

26%
39%
51%

Yes
44%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% Respondents
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3rd-Party Alterations

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 1 (Accountability): For what online communications are manufacturers,
packers, or distributors accountable? With regard to the potential for company
communications to be altered by third parties, what is the experience to
date with respect to the unauthorized dissemination of modified product
information (originally created by a company) by noncompany users of
the Internet?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

32.0%

66

Unauthorized product information pages in
Wikipedia

53.4%

110

Unauthorized product Twitter accounts

44.2%

91

Unauthorized product Blogs

48.1%

99

Unauthorized communications in discussion boards

61.2%

126

Unauthorized Google Sidewiki comments on
drug.com sites

16.0%

33

None of Above

18.9%

39

Answer Options
Unauthorized product information on YouTube

29

Other unauthorized channels and/or comments:

answered question
skipped question

206
68

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

1

1

A conversation with a friend is another example. My best friend has an illiostomy and is
constantly patrolling social media for other people with IBD. They talk about products, what
works best, what doeskin and what companies were the most helpful in helping them find a bag
that fits. The also talked about their doctors and prescription meds. The also have conversations
in restaurants, in class and at home. Will the FDA hold the company producing the medications
responsible for those as well?

2

Wikipedia is most important because it's trusted and ranks high on search engines. Manufacturers
should be responsible for monthly checks and corrections of information in "discussion" tab (and
company should be transparent that it's employed by manufacturer of product).

3

Unauthorized Facebook "fan" pages of companies and/or its products

4

1

For ED drugs, email is particularly prevalent

5

All of the above have potential to include communications that are not authorized by the
manufacturer.

6

I think sidewiki is a particularly pernicious tool that if used meanly by competitors (eg via PR
agencies) could be used to spread misinformation and trash a product or company. Patients will
always say what they want to on patient forums but these are mostly hidden and limited to a
closed audience.

7

There's always the potential for company communications to be altered by 3rd parties if
information is in the public. I've seen people video tape TV and put it on YouTube in an altered
state too. If someone has enough motivation to alter content, they will find a way.

8

Sames as with printed material that has been altered by a thrid party....
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9

1

Don't know

10

I do not see how companies can be held responsible for other people making stuff up or being
disgruntled or reporting unauthorized uses of products.

11

More will come

12

1

Although I've come across 'unauthorized' content, in social that's simply part of the landscape.
It's not bad - just different people talking about their experiences mostly. I have yet to see
incriminating content authored by 3rd parties/consumers on social.

13
14

Patientes or users groups on Facebook (people publish comments based on own experience
regarding medicines or treatments). This kind of informal communication could encourage other
people to self-prescription

1

I am aware of these occurring in the industry in general

1

One of the perils of Pharma not participating in social media is that the conversations are going
to take place anyways, the information exchanged may or may not be accurate, and could
potentially even be dangerous. To have official company-sponsored information available on
social media platforms would be one way to disseminate accurate information about the product.

16

1

Again, unauthorized use of company communications can, to some degree, be mitigated by
consumer awareness of whether the communications are company approved and authorized.
Substantial penalties should follow unauthorized, misrepresented or or altered dissemination by
noncompany users of the Internet.

17

1

I have not seen or been victim to altered sites; I'm sure they exist, but it again should not be the
responsibility of companies to clean up or be accountable for noncompany usage.

15

It is impossible to avoid unauthorized dissemination of modified product information on the
Internet by patients, physicians, journalists or any other noncompany user.

18
19

1

byettarecall.com - lawyer inappropriately announces on his site that Byetta has a Black Box
warning (which it has not received to date)

20

This is a nebulous concept; is all discussion of a brand "unauthorized" unless specifically preapproved by the company? The idea is good - "where have you seen compnay materials altered" but be careful with this one...

21

I have heard anecdotal evidence regarding all of the above but I have not seen proof

22

1

I've seen companies use YouTube and Twitter for off label drug info

23

Confused about term “authorized“. Implies that it previously was started by company. Most cases
it is precisely because companies do not step up to provide info that bloggers, wikipedia etc. feels
like it has to provide it in their place.

24

One example is the acai berry products that are scams and use the "Dr. Oz" name

25

n/a

26

Are you really missing the point - social media is about giving information to consumers, and
letting them distribute whatever they want, to whomever they want. Everything on social media
is unauthorized - and that's the beauty of it. Somehow, this survey has a tone similar to
McCarthyism.

27

Facebook pages

28

Chat rooms are the worst offenders because they are live and many time the transcript is not
public. Hard to check up on. All of the above are easy to check in a simple google search

29

1

Company cannot be responsible for user manipulation of original company-generated content.

11
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ALL (206)
%

PHARMA
(52)
%

NOT PHARMA
(154)
%

AGENT (92)
%

None of Above

18.9%

21.2%

18.2%

19.6%

YouTube

32.0%

32.7%

31.8%

32.6%

Discussion Board

61.2%

51.9%

64.3%

65.2%

Wikipedia

53.4%

46.2%

55.8%

63.0%

Blog

48.1%

34.6%

52.6%

47.8%

Twitter

44.2%

34.6%

47.4%

46.7%

Sidewiki

16.0%

11.5%

17.5%

20.7%

Unauthorized Content

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

SM Sites Seen with Unauthorized Content
ALL (206)
Sidewiki

PHARMA (52)

AGENT (92)

21%
12%
16%

Twitter

35%

Blog

35%

Wikipedia

47%
44%
48%
48%
46%

Discussion Board

65%
61%

33%
33%
32%
20%
21%
19%

None of Above
10%

20%

30%

40%

% Respondents
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Balance

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 2 (Fulfilling Regulatory Requirements): How can manufacturers,
packers, or distributors fulfill regulatory requirements ... How should product
information be presented using various social media tools to ensure that
the user has access to a balanced presentation of both risks and benefits
of medical products?
Answer Options
No matter the media, all product ads should include
major risk information along with benefits (media
agnostic)
When it is not possible to include major risk
information due to space limitations, it is sufficient
to include a link to the product Web site where
consumers can then find all the necessary risk
information in the package insert (2-click rule)
When it is not possible to include major risk
information due to space limitations, it is sufficient
to include a link directly to the package insert (1click rule)
None of the above

Response
Percent

Response
Count

22.1%

52

32.3%

76

42.1%

99

3.4%

8

Additional sufficient ways to present fair balance information and/or
additional comments.
answered question
skipped question

40
235
39

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

2

3

(Product reviews and ratings on a web site could provide, in my opinion, fair balance in of
themselves.... just for consideration. )
It is not possible to provide adquate information in 140 characters.

1

I believe that web-ads potentially present the same risks as TV advertising, in terms of fair
balance and reputational damage to brand and industry. We should govern this sufficiently tightly
so that abbreviated advertising doesn't end up a liability and arguably be seen as lacking balance

4

Yes the pharma's should disclose risks, however, as I previously stated, it's important to inform
people how likely each adverse reaction is. Physicians are also responsible for communicating the
risks of any treatment with their patients, after all, they're the ones prescribing the drug.

5

Each positive message should be balanced by a negative message. For example, "Chillax improved
anxiety in 80% vs 50% for placebo; nausea occured in 25% vs 8% placebo. http://bit.ly/ChillaxPI"
[112 characters]. The distribution of the specific pos and neg messages should roughly parallel the
relative risks and benefits of the product.

6

1

7
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Two clicks is NOT adequate. The first click would wind going to a site advertising the product, in
which risk information would be buried in a hard-to-find link among tons of promotional razzledazzle.
I would says this applies IF you have included benefit information. In the case of a banner that
says learn about Brand X. No claims or indication have been made and I'd expect both claims and
risk information at the banner's destination only.
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8

The FDA and its insistence on disclaimers is driving people away from the medications they need.

9

People do not read the PI. It would be helpful for risks to be written in a more people friendly
language so it is understandable. The lawyers would never allow it!

10

Use common sense.

11

But, the 1 click link should be to a Patient friendly health literate package insert versus a
professionally intended prescribing information piece.

12

When product claims are being made, there should be no exception to the rule for providing full
discolsure of information.

13

A 1 click rule where the user lands on a 'landing page' that includes the PERTINENT fair balance
info would be good too. This would be user-friendly (since it's not the entire PI) and also very
informative (since it pertains to the parent content).

14

I'm a 2-click rule advocate with easy-to-find access to PI.

15

1

Another potential option is to link to a manufacturer-sponsored microsite that has been specifically
designed to fit social media fair balance needs. In some situations, this could be customized to
provide contextual fair balance to correspond to the topic being discussed in the social media
vehicle. (eg. a discussion board comparing side effects between products links to a microsite that
provides all approved messaging regarding comparative data, along with a disclaimer that any
other claims or data has not been reviewed or approved by the FDA)

1

As may already be the case, abbreviated product inserts should be available (1-click rule) at "8th
grade" reader level, focusing on the key risks and benefits of the drug or device. Also, updates of
these information documents should be frequent and immediate if serious adverse events are
verified.

16

17

Nevertheless it should be sufficient that FDA maintains an online database with all the package
inserts accessible for any user at any time.

18

Magazine advertisements, largely seen as the gold standard, require a page turn to review fair
balance; a 1-click rule is a logical analog for the online world, and online ads must not be held to
an unfair standard

19

1

The majority of the public does not know that PIs exist let alone how to read them. Taking them
to a company website allows for too much bouncing vs. immediate redirect to Patient PI

20

Ads should carry a disclosure of interest and warning about risks with a 1 click route to package
insert

21

More than worry about providing risk/benefit info, FDA should worry about how to make this info
more accessible/comprehensible to patients. Social media could be a great way to achieve this by
providing patients a means to ask questions and by offering a much more comprehensive (visual,
audio, video, graphs etc.) to share and communicate this important information.

22

The risks must be written in regular English and easily understood. Should have an initial summary
as many people skim pages quickly.

23

Paid Tweets seem out-of-bounds, to my experienced eye.

24

in my experience, it takes a lot of space/characters to fully and fairly disclose all the risks/benefits,
and it seems that if the user can get to it within two clicks that should be sufficient

25

1

The one click should go to page which has package insert, but also synopsis of PI with major
risk/benefit highlighted. PIs can be daunting for patients to navigate through.

Continues on next page…
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26

As package inserts (PI) are extremely difficult to read and understand, a link directly to the
appropriate section (e.g., SAFETY and WARNINGS) in the PI or the section on the product Web
site that clearly details the safety and warning info should be required. There definitely needs to
be consumerized language.

27

Increase company liability for non-reporting of adverse events in public ads but knew about from
its own studies. Nothing motivates compliance and ethics like the fear of losing profits. At the
present time, nearly all popular ads and TV commercials for pharmaceuticals disclose ONLY the
more common and less serious side effects, a clear public health danger to be considered by its
potential for harm rather than absolute numbers of consumers already harmed.

28

Should be standard, brief disclaimer like "Most prescription drugs can cause serious harm to some
people and it is not possible to know in advance who will be harmed. You can reduce your risk by
reading the following information before you receive this drug. (link to briefer-than-now patient
handout that's heavy on required labs, contraindications, dosing regimen and when to call doc)

29

When did the informed intermediary principle die? How does the US Gov't come to the conclusion
that the general public is qualified to evaluate sophisticated technical and clinical information? I
am not suggesting that information (benefits & risks) be difficult to obtain, but without prescribing
privileges, the general public's information needs are different than those in the medical
community.

1

30

requiring too much information to be included every time and calling it "fair balance" causes a
dilution effect -- consumers stop reading and/or stop taking anything seriously

31

The fda should set up a section of thier website where all of the required drug information indications, risks, warnings, etc is available by a simple link like: "For full information on this drug,
click here " fda.gov?drug=temodar (and we just substitute the drug name of whatever drug we
are talking about and it goes to the correct page) So whenever we blog about a drug, it is simple
to include a link to the full informaiton, right from a trusted and up to date 3rd party source so we
do not have to worry about keeping those pages updated, and what is needed and what isn't
needed

32

1

Personally, I'd also argue that the package insert should be revamped to make it easier for
consumers to understand - but that's not what you're asking I know

33

What about a national database of risk information, drug interactions and current studies all in one
place that has a layman's speak terms of all jargon. Like a google translator for med speak. Put it
all in one place and easily navigable and User friendly.

34

Therd's the difference between demands for promotion and demands for information going with
use. Rules re information concerning the latter should be more strict. Wouldn't it be a thought to
oblige the delivering agent with this. If this is ruled, than demands for ads and promotion could
indeed be suffiveint by the 1 click rule, and/or reference to the delievering agent.

35

Also, unless a drug is the start of a new class of drug, all of the other agents in this class should
be listed, even if only generic names.

36

37

1

use of hash tags (Twitter); "rolling over" F/B in banner ads etc. should be considered meeting the
regulatory requirement

1

on some TOAs, for example, a user of the social media cannot click through unless he or she has
scrolled down, which of course is not proof that the user has actually read the contents; not sure
how to resolve other than confirming the user has at least made some directed effort to access
the necessary risk information, much like package inserts; probably not many users actually read
them in full (or in part?)

Continues on next page…
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38

Instead of just taking to a package insert (a user typically does not have time to parse it), must
provide an in-context synopsis of fair balance information via a link.

39

The answer to this question surely depends on the target audience! For me, any info distributed
via social media to physicians should have a link to the healthcare professionals-focused website
of the product in question (from which the packet insert can be accessed); if not available, then a
link direct to the packet insert. For consumers (in those markets where this is permitted) then
wherever possible (e.g. on a Facebook page) exactly the same major info as currently required on
advertisements should be presented. Where space is limited (Twitter) then a direct link to that
information would be sufficient. In those countries where direct-to-consumer advertising is not
allowed, then this topic is irrelevant, as pharma should simply not be putting out brand marketing
via 'open' social media channels.

40

None applies; since in my country we cannot promote the brand name of prescribed drug.
Therefore, there won't be any product ads within our online activities.

1
12

Presenting Balance

ALL (235)
%

PHARMA
(63)
%

NOT PHARMA
(172)
%

AGENT (102)
%

None of Above

3.4%

1.6%

4.1%

5.9%

2-Click Rule

32.3%

30.2%

39.0%

33.3%

1-Click Rule

42.1%

50.8%

33.1%

44.1%

Include All Major Risk Info

22.1%

17.5%

23.8%

16.7%

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

How to Reference Risk Information
ALL (235)

PHARMA (63)

AGENT (102)

17%

Include All Major Risk
Info

18%
22%
44%

1-Click Rule

51%
42%
33%

2-Click Rule

30%
32%
6%

None of Above

2%

3%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% Respondents
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Impact of Formats

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 2 (Fulfilling Regulatory Requirements): How can manufacturers,
packers, or distributors fulfill regulatory requirements ... Are there data to
support conclusions about whether different types or formats of
presentations have a positive or negative impact on the public health?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Yes

23.5%

55

No

12.4%

29

Don't Know

64.1%

150

Answer Options

33

Please add additional comments.

answered question
skipped question

234
40

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

1

1

2

3

At least with what is considered "traditional" DTC advertising.

1

1

Clearly, TV ads have the most direct impact...
Pharma Marketing news has several examples. See latest newsletter from Pharma Marketing
news dated Sept 2009

6
7

Most arguments presented either way appear to be self serving and inconclusive. Besides, there
is a difference between "good for public health" and the FDA's remit which is toward risk of the
individual. You can see the FDA's role more clearly when it comes to DTC (web or otherwise)
when this is borne in mind
In general, there is the well-known recency effect, where the last message is recalled more than
a previous message. Perhaps the order of the risk and benefit messages should alternate. Also,
info on the top-left of a web page is more likely to be viewed than info on the top-right.

4
5

As a Medical Illustrator I have been taught to manipulate color, design, layout, subject matter
and text to communicate an idea, and sometimes a mood with an idea. Moods have certainly
been proven to have an effect on an individuals health (stress' effect on heart health). Also, for
instance, a health poster on STD's probably will not affect the teenage demographic, but a
texting campaign, as implemented in NC, (http://www.appcnc.org/BirdsNBees.html) could have a
huge impact. I could really go on and on about this subject, feel free to contact me regarding it,
should you desire more info from an artists perspective, acannan@certusintl.com

1

Word of mouth (ie, communities) have impact over public perception, compared to clearly labeled
advertisements

8

There is research which suggests that the higher the involvement in the product or ad for a
product, when "risk" information is presented, if too overwhelming for the consumer, they tend to
ignore it. This has significant policy implications. The risk information needs to be presented in
such a way that consumers know what the risk profile of a drug is to make an informed choice
along with their MD.

9

The power of social media has been shown to influence positive lifestyle behavior modification
around smoking cessation.

10

26% of purhcase decisions being made through scoali media (Comscore)

11

1

After extensive research about social media, I have not come across any data to confirm the
impact of social media on public health

12

1

Utilization of Drug Facts Boxes

13

1

Please make decisions that are driven by data and by common sense!
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14

1

15
16

I have not come across any data suggesting such in my research, however I imagine
informational theories will surface soon. Other topics for discussion may be the possibility for the
public to over or under react to health issues based on information they read, or for the
uncommon candidate to self-diagnose, which could potentially lead to misguidance on medical
education.
Multiple studies have been done to show the effectiveness of various fair balance presentations

1

Data not available at this time because so few are using the internet for fear of FDA sanctions.

17

I am not aware of any studies that have related exposure to promotional messages to effects on
outcome. On the other hand, there is a growing body of evidence to show that most pharma
company efforts to enhance adherence and compliance to their medications have been less than
successful

18

Scientific Studies hold more weight because they have "expert" standing.

19

I don't know the data, but I believe that for many people, reading the package insert is daunting.
I have no option to suggest that would meet regulatory requirements outside of IM or chat,
which would be very resource intensive.

20

Veracity of the content (based on the authenticity of the author) almost invariably has a positive
impact on health.

21

I don't know the data but I am aware of a lot of misinformation about medical products such as
vaccines. I would like to see better feedback mechanisms from non-biased third parties to allow
for better correction of memeplexes that have little relationship to reality and have important
public health ramifications. Scienceblogs does a good job of commenting on the inappropriate
medical/science reporting on the HuffingtonPost website. This process might be formalized
somewhat on a "RealityPedia" that people could easily link to for a summary of vetted
information.

22

but data is early and insufficient

23

Poorly-worded question. Not sure how to answer this.

24

At the present time, nearly all popular ads and TV commercials for pharmaceuticals disclose ONLY
the more common and less serious side effects, a clear public health danger to be considered by
its potential for harm rather than absolute numbers of consumers already harmed.

25

More work remains, but literature is clear that too much info is bad, over-simplified info likewise,
info must be specific to drug and point out both knowns and unknowns. Avoiding rationale for
denial/avoidance of info rests on actionability and clarity of info, whereas FDA promotes
completeness and legalese, meaning much less likely ever to be understood/acted on. Long
treatises only erode and/or make self-efficacy less relevant.

26

Content, and distillation thereof, leads to patient understanding. Often the Fair Balance amounts
to truth dumping that glazes over patients.

27

1

I believe that there are insufficient and unsubstantial evidence to support the assertions made on
both sides of the issue.

28

The information presented by Google at the hearings that removing the brand ads had a negative
impact on public health was very compelling.

29

Surely there are outcomes data on this? If not, shouldn't there be before we require certain
types of information?

30

the question is too vague

31

There could be increased knowledge about a disease state.

32

1

33

Many at the public hearing referred to the Manhattan Research project results.
If there is data, I am unaware of it.

11
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Impact of Formats

ALL (234)
%

PHARMA
(62)
%

NOT PHARMA
(172)
%

AGENT
(102)
%

Yes

23.5%

17.7%

25.6%

24.5%

No

12.4%

17.7%

10.5%

10.8%

64.1%

64.5%

64.0%

64.7%

Impact on Health

Don't Know

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Does Presentation Format Impact Health?
ALL (234)

PHARMA (62)

AGENT (102)
65%

65%

Don't Know

64%
11%

18%

No
12%

25%

18%

Yes

24%
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30%

40%
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Space Limit Solutions

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 2 (Fulfilling Regulatory Requirements): How can manufacturers,
packers, or distributors fulfill regulatory requirements ... Are there proposed
solutions that may help address regulatory concerns when using social
media tools associated with space limitations or tools that allow for realtime communications to present product information?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Yes

33.2%

77

No

8.6%

20

Don't Know

58.2%

135

Answer Options

46

Please add additional comments.

answered question
skipped question

232
42

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

1

1

I think that all of the blogs on SM and pharma have proposed one idea or another. Some, of
course, better than others. I think the one-click rule is fairly appropriate. In a Twitter account for
a pharma company, just make sure there is a link to the product info. A pharma rep is not
required to recite a half hour monologue on the negative side effects of a medication when
presenting a new med to a doc. He has that information available, but does not throw it in the
doctors face. It is the doctors responsibility to be informed and ask those questions. So should it
be, to some degree, for the consumer.

2

Have product information available via link to company website or other company sponsored area.

3

Natural language processing software is being used to address this now.

4

no matter how short the communication (eg. 140 char limit of Twitter) there are url shorteners to
get a link to risks/benefits information.

5

1

Use social media to drive traffic to microsites or websites maintained by the manufacturer for
complete information. Use social media to promote corporate or health-related content NOT
product content.

6

1

I think the advertising has to be unbranded and which then links to branded claims and safety
information

7

A 1-click link to the PI or the AE's in the PI is more than sufficient, we are not a nanny state! Give
people the right information and let them process it.

8

As above. Also, products can be assigned hashtags by FDA, for a Twitter example (eg #Chillax),
and be required to use that hashtag in all Twitter communications related to that product, so that
FDA can easily review the public tweets. Not sure how the DMs would be monitored. Similar rules
for other specific SM sites.

9

1

Yes there are methods to allow a member to post comments control via membership "rules" if
rules of the posting are violated member can be warned and or kicked out of the posting forum.
Monitoring and or policing the comments is then the big challenge and this is an issue for the
sponsor to undertake. Unfortunately comments about a products benefits, it side effects , adverse
events and /or off label use are taking place now anyway "offline". Now with online access to
comments, at least the comments can be monitored for action and response if information is
incorrect or unbalanced or illegal (off-label).

10

11

Social networking sites are just that.... One can be and say whatever they want.... I do not take
anything I read on these sites as having any scientific fact.... They are not the place I go to for
my research on products.....Especially products that are classified as pharmaceuticals...

1
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
I believe to be compliant and effective in social media, Pharma companies should establish a
monitoring "Listening post" staff position who monitor for any adverse events posts. They should
also post a monitored AE hotline in social spaces in which the company is engaging in direct
content or marketing. This will alleviate the concern about AE's being posted without being
addressed via the proper monitoring and reporting channels.

12

13
14

And there should not be.
1

Real time is a big issue... a solution would be very welcome!!

15

The government cannot control communication - see the Bill of Rights

16

Very flexible dynamic display or previews of content are possible through most browsers
(considering the 2 most recent versions). These provide 1 click access while not navigating a user
away from the original content.

17

Terms of Use prominently displayed which would include manufacturers guidelines on information

18

1

19

Mouse-overs to especially call out need to investigate balanced content seems to be a viable
alternative.
Include short URL to safety information: one click away

20

1

Web page banners that provide links to company and government information related to and
useful for understanding the topic under discussion.

21

1

I have crafted a set of instructions to address typical FDA regulation and to answer internal
regulatory bodies on time and content constraints, though I am not aware of any other
companies proposed solutions.

22

1

Companies should have a policy concerning this usage and be responsible for any social media
that they or their employees/contractors utilize.

23

1

Technology solutions exist, but don't know if they have been proposed.

24

Phone line indicated in any communication

25

Understand in case of microblogging space is limited - disclosures could be on "linked" page.

26

People should understand that it's Twitter... it's not exactly an exhaustive resource. Links to the
reliable information should be sufficient.

27

I haven't seen any proposed solutions. This quiz presents some, such as the one- or two-click rule
for disclosure.

28

pop ups

29

The rule is straightforward. If you present benefits, you must present risks. If the platform is
insufficient to present both, alter your tactical use of the platform (i.e. use it as a driver for direct
response, make it unbranded, etc.)

30

BAn paid Tweets for FDA licensed drug promotional efforts.

31

The link to web site information solution noted above

32
33

Yes, as above there should be a link to a company website to provide risk information.
1

Guidelines around what can be done and how for specific SM spaces

34

Too soon to say. Most marketers don't understand health care and most health care folk don't get
social media. Until the twain shall meet, we won't see win/win solutions.

35

In some cases, like traditional mobile phones, there are no solutions to upgrading SMS for Anyclick

36

And others would be instantly be developed once the market demand existed.

37

1 or 2 click rules are fair and reasonable with a shortened link. Google's new ad format is
compelling, PhRMA's idea is lousy - just imagine scrapers or dodgy Canadian pharmacies boasting
'I can haz Photoshop skillz!' Doh.

38

We welcome the FDA to the 21st century
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39

1

I'm not sure how useful #4 would be since hash tags get highjacked by spammers. Even
something like #Medline (Pubmed), which seems fairly esoteric to me, gets enough spam that
someof the original users don't use it much any more.

40

The proposed requirements are insufficient, too difficult to enforce and too easily broken or
ignored.

41

Maybe an FDA approves symbol mght work, although effects of its application should be
monitored closely, and I would really to take part at the needed discussion: when is the drug to
be considered safe..?
1

The "one-click rule" is reasonable and fair. I think it unlikely, however, that DDMAC will adopt a
universal safety symbol for fear of recrimination/lawsuits etc.

43

1

I see social media as a forum that some pharma companies could exploit to the detriment of
public safety and unfair business practices; unless funded with realistic staffing it would be a
nightmare of ensuring compliance for government agencies such as the FDA to do its job
effectively.

44

1

Google's new ad format is a good example of this.

42

(2)The "Google new ad format" is more complete than the ads which deceptively do not include
mention that they lead to a drug website. (1) The one-click rule at least makes it easier to find
full prescribing information. (3) The PhRMA-proposed FDA universal safety symbol is doomed to
fail. Images can be swiped by anybody on the web. (4) An FDA-assigned hashtag would not be
efficient nor effective. Just look at how conversations surrounding a hashtag can be invaded by
spam-like intruders.

45

46

I prefer the one-click rule

Continues on next page…
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Space Limit Solutions

ALL (232)
%

PHARMA
(61)
%

NOT PHARMA
(172)
%

AGENT (99)
%

Yes

33.2%

34.4%

32.6%

36.4%

No

8.6%

4.9%

9.9%

7.1%

58.2%

60.7%

57.6%

56.6%

Space Limitations

Don't Know

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Are There Solutions for Space Limitations?
ALL (232)

PHARMA (61)

AGENT (99)
57%
61%

Don't Know

58%
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Content Submission

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 2 (Fulfilling Regulatory Requirements): How can manufacturers,
packers, or distributors fulfill regulatory requirements ... How should companies
address the potential volume of information shared on various social
media sites with regard to real-time information that is continuously
posted and regulatory requirements to submit promotional materials to
FDA as applicable.
Response
Percent

Response
Count

FDA Should Audit Social Media sites on regular basis
-- eg, yearly (requires mandatory registration of
sites with FDA)

23.1%

42

Drug company should submit only content that it is
responsible for (ie, created directly or paid a 3rd
party to create) as soon as that content is posted
(no submission of non-company content)

28.0%

51

Drug company should submit only content that that
it creates (ie, created directly or paid a 3rd party to
create) upon first use of social media site, then
periodic -- eg, monthly -- submissions afterward (no
submission of non-company content)

31.3%

57

Submit Social Media Site 'template' (design and/or
sample content) to FDA for pre-approval/ approval.

17.6%

32

Something Else (submit your idea in next question)

15.4%

28

Can't Be Done

6.6%

12

Don't Know

15.9%

29

Answer Options

Additional comments

61

answered question
skipped question

182
92

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

1

1

The FDA simply cannot regulate every conversation out there on a drug. Social media is a
CONVERSATION. The FDA does not require us to record a conversation in a doctors office
between a nurse and a drug rep on how best to administer a medication and then submit it to
them for review before the patient is given the drug. Honestly, pharma companies need to up
their own ethical standards so that people don't need to worry about these things, but that is
another can of worms. Until Pharma ups its own standards the best solution would be audits, but
in order to keep tax payer money needs down, it should be done at random, not necessarily
constantly.

2

1

If the FDA has to review every comment a company posts on social media sites, companies might
as well not enter the social media conversation, and that would be a missed opportunity for both
companies and patients. The FDA should create clear guidelines about what type of content is
acceptable to post on social media sites and what type should be out of bounds.

Continues on next page…
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3

do companies tape telephone conversations and submit them to FDA? Social media environments
facilitate conversation--not advertising, not promotion. Promotional statements can be broadcast
using these tools (and that's a different case), yet the intent of social media tools is to engender
information exchange and facilitate conversation amongst visitors to the space/environment. Each
participant is responsible for THEIR OWN WORDS/CONTENT/INTENT.

4

FDA should require manufacturers to take "reasonable" measures to monitor product issues, and
document important trends. This will produce a faster reaction to potential product issues or label
changes.

5

Social media site templates should be developed similar to any Web site (whether branded or
unbranded) proposal. We also might consider developing "concept review" documents for FDA to
review and imprint upon prior to site design and execution.

6

Timestamps on information are important as well as some form of identity and more importantly
the authority of the source as judged by multiple objective parties. A confidence level measure as
well of any specific report (positive or negative) would be excellent to distinguish signal from
noise.

7

If companies are going to create their own social media sites then they should have their adverse
event reporting options listed. I think the problem is greater when attempting to use existing
social media sites. In those cases, if the option to create a micro-site is not available then
companies planning to use them should submit their advertising to DDMAC like any other.
However, I believe users of these sites may well recognize typical pharma ads in such media and
reject them.

1

8

As stated in #10, products can be assigned hashtags by FDA, for a Twitter example (eg #Chillax),
and be required to use that hashtag in all Twitter communications related to that product, so that
FDA can easily review the public tweets. Not sure how the DMs would be monitored. Similar rules
for other specific SM sites. Other thing to consider is for FDA to establish its own SM site for public
to use and for companies to use. Probably impractical, but could be done in a cool way that would
invite general usage and participation in health-related discussions.

9

1

We needto create a community policing program. Neither drug cos. or the govt. have the
resources to audit all the online activity. Require all sites to implement a report-abuse function as
well as providing a site at the FDA for reporting and discussing violations of risk-reporting reqs.
Finally, some way to implement a reputation mgmt. system should be developed.

10

1

Again, these sites are prone to hackers and with millions of postings, how does the average Joe
figure out what is/is not true....
The potential volume of information is enormous and therefore as a social media site (s) grow
with followers and posters, it seems that it would be impossible for any one entity to be able to
monitor in a timely fashion all content for its conformity to regulations. Again, much informal
conversation about off label use, product claims, benefits and results are already taking place in
verbal communication exchanges... the web social media sites just make the "record of the
conversation" visible for some action to be taken if the information is unbalance, exagerated or
illegal. Faced with the joice of no knowing about the conversations and see the
conversations/comments on line, I would think the ability to see them and take action is more
preferable than not seeing and not being able to take action.

11

12

1

See Google Wave for ideas

13

See suggestion elaborated on in answer 12 field.

14

What about bloggers and the fact that some of them get paid to write specific blogs

15

1

16

Can FDA monitor and red-flag to review only those posts that use particular words/language,
using SM monitoring tools (BuzzMetrics, Collective Intellect)
Common sense wins

Continues on next page…
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Only previously approved commercial information may be posted; other information should have
the regulation of falling under scientific exchange

17

18

1

They should monitor for AEs and for discussion trends that suggest improper use of their
products. They should also be given the freedom to address these discussions as pharmacological
experts.

19

Companies DO not need to address ALL information. They need to quantify which information is
being utilized the most by patients/consumers and then determine a response through traditional
media channels primarily the Web

20

They should not be able respond to posts by the public unless they are made on a site identified
as an 'official' product site that meets the disclosure requirements. Consumers should be
protected by their physicians. Any misinformation a patient might find on a social media site
should be addressed by their prescribing physician, not a marketer for a drug company.

21

Companies should be responsible for the communications they produce and pay for. They cannot
be responsible for user-generated content. If it is user-generated content on digital media they
host or financially support, companies should monitor this content carefully and perform due
diligence with regard to user-generated off-label content or potential safety issues.

22

Great question. Don't know the best answer/solution to this one.

23

employ pr people to monitor

24

1

It is appropriate to have a set "listening strategy" that enables the manufacturer to monitor any
mention of product related information.

25

1

Content not directly influenced by the company should not require submission to the FDA. Only
content directly developed or paid for by the company should be submitted.

26

1

create a definition of a "representative sample" of information shared on various social media
sites. this can be submitted on a regular (monthly, quarterly) basis. In addition to this, FDA could
conduct yearly audits.

27

1

companies have little control over social media sites. Bloggers not sponsored by the company
cannot be forced to use fair balance. It is a difficult problem to solve.

28

there are different ways to communicate with customer using various social media.

29

special departments in marketing or outsourced specialty communications companies

30

1

1. Some degree of monitoring. 2. Health care provider feedback about what they are hearing from
consumers who have been on social media sites, especially misinformation.

31

They should make a good faith effort to submit what is authored by them and paid for by them

32

develop templates and get pre approval for FDA

33

Information will be initially screened through a social media contact of each company or division
(as deemed by medical organizations) and aggregated each week to be filtered through the
regulatory process as necessary. Social media contacts will need to be well-versed on company
policies and FDA regulations to sufficiently pre-screen comments and real-time conversations.
After internal regulation is complete, companies that are generally responsible for responding to
the FDA should submit materials through the web on a bi-weekly basis.

1

34
35

SM plolicy and communications strategy.
1

36

Because the media is so vast, it should be sufficient to monitor the web for product
claims/marketing information and prove that the company is making an attempt a due diligence.
I think the point should not be to control all the volume of information but to provide official
channels for the patients and/or health care professionals to report any relevant information.

Continues on next page…
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37

1

FDA should set up a social media information repository that reviews material solely used for
social media on a different timeline than traditional content.

38

one common reporting service - required by law to be integrated per the Schroeder Plan

39

1

Companies should be held accountable for ensuring systems are in place to regularly
monitor/review information from social media sites. However, the concept that such information
be considered 'spontaneously' reported and de facto 'related' and subject to collection and
reporting rules needs to be revisted. Also in some cases, the concept of an 'identifiable' reporter is
questionable, as is the opportunity for follow-up and obtaining meaningful information. Monitoring
such information should be considered part of active/pro-active surveilance, but not subject to
standard safety processing.

1

If the company has no part in creating the environment or content, the company should not be
held accountable for submitting. If the company creates the environment, appropriate disclaimers
regarding the source of the postings should be prominent and submission for postings made by
non company contributors with no payment should not be required. Any comments posted by
company or paid for by company should be submitted with appropriate DOFU.

40

41

Disclaimer that unauthorized comments and content that is not subsidized by the manufacturer
are not the responsibility of the manufacturer.

42

A company should develop a "best effort" policy for review of online content that mirrors their
current policies for other channels, especially phone

43

44

1

That's a great question, and one for which I do not have the answer. The major limitation of the
internet is that anyone can say anything at any time about a product/company. Who's to say it
isn't going to be cases of corporate sabotage?

1

Companies should submit any promotional content that is not interactive (e.g. an initial blog post)
at first use. Companies should then send scheduled updates (monthly?) with interactive content
(e.g. Responses to comments posted on the site). Alternatively, each company could send the
FDA information (including email addresses, the sites where they are authorized to post items,
and their user names on those sites) enabling the agency to monitor information in real time.

45

If sponsored by the company - then they need to address and monitor. If user generated then
should not be mandated.

46

Pharma shouldn't promote the product and instead add value to patient by giving help and care

47

Whoever can answer that will be able to start a thriving consulting business

48

You can't. For better or worse social media is social. You can regulate two neighbors talking over a
fence and another neighbors chimes in with their two cents. It's become the responsibility of the
person listening to ask questions, look outside the conversation to determine the facts if they find
them important. You have to trust that people will find the facts or at least ask doctors for the
facts.

49

Company should monitor and respond if desired by only suggesting its own websites where
people can find complete authorized information.

50

this question is contingent upon whether or not the company is knowingly generating information
or if it is 3rd party, independent. Rule #1 you cannot control the internet.

51

Uncertain

Continues on next page…
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52

I'll respond at the hearing.

53

1) Drug marketing to the public is inherently unsupportable for several reasons. 1) advertising is
fact free, whereas ingesting a drug interacts with real body chemistry and carries real dangers of
which the consumer is left ignorant. 2) Drug marketing to the public flouts the legal situation--if
doctors must have a license to prescribe an Rx drug, how can the patient be the one to choose?
And doctors feel that when patients ask for a drug they have seen in an ad, if they refuse to
prescribe it they will lose the patient who will go to another provider to ask for the drug.
Consequently, the doctor's greater awareness of any problems with the drug is negated; most
give in and write the script.

54

PHrMA/FDA should develop crawler that dumps this info in the right mailboxes and begins building
scorecards from semantic analyses of text, font size, etc. For example, item that reads "MIRACLE
CURE FOR RA!" in 36-point type should be flagged for review.

55

Individuals with an interest in a particular drug or disease condition could become important
thought leaders among communities that form online. FDA should have some awareness of these
focal points, though its own efforts or a third party.

56

You could create a reward system for people to report deficient ads. If a drug company posts
something that is against fda policy, whomever reports it first gets to keep 25% of the fine.

57

I think it is impossible to police all possible leads of the drug side effects continously through all
web activity.. Ultimately all of these leads have to be checked with one person talking to another
person. We need to shorten this communication chain, provide information and support. The
ultimate solution would be for medical history to be logged efficiently by patients and doctors into
electronic medical databases. Drug companies could also be able to access this information with
the patients identity and information would remain protected. Direct interaction with the drug
companies and the drug users could be facilitated by open forums. All advertising for drug,
branded or unbranded, would push weblink to drug information and said drug forums. The more
you shorten the chain between the users and drug developers the better user trust,
understanding and consumer relations.

58

I think the health care provider(s) prescribing and delivering the drug could be made responsible
for an adequate delivery to the patient, At their turn, they may ask the assistance of the pharma
companies.

59

1

DDMAC should convene a pilot program, inviting companies to participate, in which the sponsor
could submit the initial "shell" of the social media site they have complete control over for
advisory comment to ensure that there is proper placement of and sufficient access to fair and
balanced product info and the approved PI. The timeframes should be similar to Subpart H
product submissions to DDMAC (DDMAC responds within 30 days). Sponsors should make a good
faith effort to incorporate DDMAC advisory comments into the sites then submit the "shell" at time
of initial dissemination. Companies should batch and submit any new information quarterly for
the first 2 years, with the exception of major labeling changes, which should be negotiated in
advance with DDMAC before going live. In that respect, the submission requirements would be
similar to NDA supplements: that is, PAS, CBE (a standard 2253) and annual reports. In the case
of major labeling changes that would be posted to the site, they would be treated as a "Prior
Approval Supplement" and a sponsor would see advisory comment from DDMAC. General updates would be treated

1

Your question is unclear. Are these company-created/sponsored social media sites or 3rd party
sites such as Facebook? Or both? In general, I would never create a branded social media site or
page via 3rd party site for a product. Maybe for an unbranded disease education program or a
corporate reputation initiative, but that's it. I would not support the submission of user-generated
content on these unbranded sites to FDA.

60

In the UK, pharma activity is self-policing as companies can (and frequently do) monitor what
their competitors are doing and submit complaints to the ABPI. If found guilty of breaking the
rules, then the ABPI can force the offender to remove the content immediately, issue an apology,
and impose a hefty fine. Submitting all content pre-posting would simply be unworkable.

61

22
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Data on Posting Corrections

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the Internet
& Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 3 (Posting Corrective Information): What parameters
should apply to the posting of corrective information on Web sites
controlled by third parties? The agency is interested in any data
or research on how companies have approached these
issues related to posting of corrective information.
Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
54
54
220

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

Company should not be a blogger's nanny. Authors, editors, and re-purposers are
accountable for their respective contributions.

2

1

No data, just personal thought. They can only be held responsible for what they post or
pay someone to post. If they correct misinformation on someone else's site, that would
improve public perception of that company a great deal. This is why the FDA should only
hold them accountable for information they actually post.

3

There is a disconnect on this in companies. Typically, legal counsel advises against posting
corrective info as it makes them responsible. However, communications people typically
want to post corrective information to be more responsible. Usually legal wins.

4

I am not aware of how companies approached this issue

5

1

not seen any

6

I've not developed this research or data, though to the extent possible, I have reached out
to bloggers on behalf of a pharma company to dispel/correct information that is not 100
percent accurate and requested (but not always received) corrections accordingly.

7

i am not in a position to comment on this.

8

Companies are doing nothing out of confusion/fear

9

On a few occasions, my firm corrected misinformation about a client's product that was
found on various social sites. In each case, corrected information was offered to the
"owner" of the site or person in charge of posting it. If no owner was available (as in the
case of Wikipedia) we would post the corrected information directly with a disclosure that
it was posted on behalf of the pharma company.

10

Probably the only recourse is to post the correct information on the company web site
and/or in public service announcements.

11

I have not been directly involved, however, I would expect that PR could lead the way in
this area with providing guidance on how to correct mis-information across communication
channels versus sitting idle and not taking action because mis-information may be in a
channel that the company doesn't have experience interacting with. Develop guidelines
and policies for participating consistently and in which ever channels necessary when
desired.
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12

1

The ability to post incorrect information about the product on the internet is so vast that it
is virtually (no pun intented) impossible to find and correct misinformation.
As an independent consultant dealing with dozens of Pharmaceutical marketing
organizations, it is impossible for the pharma company to be responsible for correcting
information on all sites on the web. However, with this said, it is the pharma company's
responsibility to correct any incorrect or mis-information when it is brought to their
attention.

13

14

1

Create a Snopes-like resource

15

1

Don't know

16

This is a very difficult question. It is not practical to respond to or coreect every statement
made about a product. The company should have discretion to judge when the
misinformation is significant and should have a right to respond.

17

Haven't done so yet.... but in social media settings where content is topcially relevant or
sponsored, corrective statements can be posted directly and "fans/users/members" can
read the information there.

18

They are too paranoid to do anything.

19

1

don't know

20

1

Create a reporting system to alert/address serious off-label use cases, consumer protection
hotline style

21

Companies should only be held responsible for information they post not for information
others post, either prior to or subsequent to the company post. Companies should make
best efforts to ensure the major social media sites are up-to-date but should not be held
liable if they are not due to a third-party's actions.

22

don't know

23

1

I believe that pharmaceutical companies are not working as they should on these issues.
Current efforts are not enough because it is too difficult to closely follow up all the posts
that appears on different Web sites and pages

24

1

None

25

1

no comment

26

Search on keywords and then comment on blogs directing to documents and webpage that
support their comment.

27

self-correction is the best course, especially since a health care professional needs to
prescribe the product & will provide proper disclosure at that time.

28

do not know.

29

n/a

30

Johnson & Johnson policy on Social Media

31

I believe pharma companies should be able to comment/correct information that is for the
most part user generated, as long as contact information is given.

32

I don't know. One idea: If a manufacturer/packager/distributor sees misinformation, it
would be helpful to have a formal guidance allowing them to post a link to a site with
correct/comprehensive information, but not hold them accountable to identify every piece
of mis-information on the web.

33

1

Ok to post, if part of a standard press release, or link to same information posted in other
standard locations, vis-a-vis the twitter/microblog would just be another source.
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34

I am too. It would also be valuable to understand how consumers would receive these
corrections.

35

Companies have corrected or added information on wikipedia. Key is to clearly identify
your company as the source and to link to the appropriate product info site. This
procedure should become mandatory for pharmacos to perform to ensure patient safety
and caution against off-lable usage.

36

Don't know

37

Contact the company or individual an attempt to have the information corrected. But
companies can not be held responsible for third party sites.

38

do not have such data

39

I think pharma companies should have the freedom to correct any information about any
of their marketed products that they might consider innacurate or misleading. However
with regards specifically to product information they should do corrections by providing
data that are contained in the documents that were evaluated and approved by the FDA to
grant the marketing authorization or any objective information on which consensus has
been reached by the scientific community and consquently also by the authorities.

40

1

Most companies I've come in contact with correct misleading information and disclose the
company with which they're associated; they then post a link to disclosure, transparency
and disclaimer remarks on their company site(s) in order to cover the bases.

41

1

Do not have the knowledge to comment on this issue.

42

multiple modality based on what isue is

43

Company provided corrective information should be as prominently displayed as the
original errant information wherever possible; it should be a fairness issue for the editors
of third-party sites.

44

I have heard from experienced marketing professionals that it is best to avoiding posting
responses to "flame" UGC because that just increases the likelihood that the SEO rankings
will make those comments more likely to be viewed by more people. Also, I have heard
that lawyers advise many folks not to correct/edit info, as that may lead to "adoption".
Finally, I have heard that many sites do not respond quickly to address concerns raised
about third party content by manufacturers.

45

1

no comment

46

there has to be a regulatory body which can control deal between company and third
party. they can also analyse and evaluate informed data on web sites.

47

Companies should NEVER be given the power to suppress outside comments. In addition,
it is highly disturbing and somewhat invasive for COMPANIES to post anything on social
networking sites about products. It is NOT legitimate to market prescription items to a
public that is legally barred from making prescription decisions for itself, and any company
statement on a social networking site can be construed as advertising.

48

whining that they're losing control

49

I have generally advised clients not to correct the information as they could be held liable.
Wikipedia is one of the worse culprits for poor medical information. Sidewiki's create all
sorts of problems in managing negative or inaccurate comments. Most co's have
conservatively decided to stick to comments on their blogs.
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50

51

1

Do not have research to submit

1

I have assisted several companies post comments/statements in blogs or social media to
correct misinformation. As with company interactions with traditional news media, these
comments were transparent (spokesperson identified). I have also observed outreach to
bloggers and social media site moderators to request that they post corrections or
contextual information versus the company. As long as these activities remain transparent
and contain appropriate fair balance information, I believe they are appropriate. The
company should only be responsible for the content that it submits to these sites.

52
53

N/A
1

We stay out of all communications in the fear that if we start correcting information it will
imply that we are continually monitoring and all future information would be correct.
In my personal patient opinion, it would be useful if pharma companies corrected
information which they believe is incorrect regardless of whatever is on the website.

54
18
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Parameters for Corrections

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 3 (Posting Corrective Information): What parameters should apply to
the posting of corrective information on Web sites controlled by third parties? Are
there any parameters or criteria that could be used to determine the
appropriateness of correcting misinformation and/or scope of information
a company can provide when trying to correct misinformation on a Web
site outside a company's control?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

ONLY misinformation of real and imminent danger
to the public health (to be determined by
company) should be corrected

28.3%

54

ALL off-label claims -- even if supported by peerreviewed medical literature -- should be corrected

17.3%

33

Only off-label claims NOT substantiated by peerreviewed medical literature should be corrected

11.0%

21

Companies should not be burdened by FDA
regulations requiring them to make corrections
about ANY product misinformation published on
third-party sites

38.2%

73

None of the above

5.2%

10

Answer Options

Other parameters or criteria and/or comments:
answered question
skipped question

50
191
83

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
if the company becomes aware of it, but they should not be encumbered with requirements for
searching it out.

1
2

1

It is a Gov't role to police speech, not a company's responsibility.

3

1

I think all pharma companies should want to correct wrong information about their products, but
requiring them to do so is outrageous and impossible. You cannot hold the cat responsible for the
dog when he cant hold it while you are at work all day.

4

Make it clear to HCP and patients where the AUTHORATIVE/AUTHENTIC label information is
housed/can be accessed. All other sources are "hearsay," essentially and are not the responsibility
of the manufacturer/marketer.

5

While I believe all misbranded should be corrected, I think that the training, financial, and human
resources required to do this will be too daunting and burdensome for companies to be able to do
it.

6

I don't think it's possible for companies to control misinformation on a 3rd party site, however, in
today's world, 3rd party sites - including patient blogs, online communities, and sites like WebMD,
are used more than ever. People have less time and less access to healthcare professionals. There
are tons of reasons why 3rd party sites are beneficial to patients if they are used in addition to –
and not instead of – conversations with a healthcare professional. I think pharma’s responsibility
is to provide resources and tools to patients and doctors that can help them communicate with
each other - a lot of companies have these type of resources, but they aren’t heavily promoted.
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Imminent danger issues should be determined by FDA or other independent group; not the
company. They should be corrected. Off-label claims should be corrected, but the forum for such
correction is the challenge. Basically, if the drug companies want to play in the social media arena,
they need to devote human resources to truly participating in those places. This will include
discussion, correction, and other dialogue.

7

8

1

company should alert FDA who can determine what corrective measures take place
Not sure that off-label claims need to be corrected so much as pointed out that the indication is
not FDA approved.

9

10

I believe the information overload issue can be addressed by a system of confidence level of a
statement, identity of the correcting author and a system of ranking the authority of the
correcting author. Where a statement is made and no confidence level or authority is represented,
it is "caveat emptor" as it is in the real world today.

11

Companies cannot be held accountable for every comment on every SM site. That's ridiculous,
and it would take an army to monitor everything. I think it would be wise to monitor SM sites, and
perhaps put a disclaimer next to an unsubstantiated claim that states the claim hasn't been
proven etc. I do think that if someone makes an irresponsible unsubstantiated claim on a website
the pharma's have every right to take legal action against them. By irresponsible I mean,
something like, Adderall causes heart attacks and if you take you'll die of a heart attack by the
time your 60. That's ridiculous, I've seen something similar to that, but Shire should have some
legal recourse.

12

Common sense applies here and the FDA should provide clear guidance with do's and don't rather
than leaving companies to exercise judgement which may differ company to company. There
should be explicitly clear guidelines on this issue, thus making it fair for all. Companies having to
correct independent 3rd party information is a recipe for disaster and smacks of big brother
bullying others into their pov.

13

Misinformation of real and imminent danger to the public health should be reported to public
health authorities ASAP. If a company becomes aware of misinformation about its product line, it
should notify the offending web master to attempt a correction, but should not be held
accountable for a third party's misinformation.

14

Companies aggressively monitor use of their trademarks and take action when found. There is no
reason they cannot do the same for misinformation.

15

This is a tough question. Companies should be interacting with the public and correcting
information when they cross it to keep people safe. It is difficult to mandate that companies go
out and seek all wrong doings - that is setting them up for failure. Companies should be actively
seeking ways to "do the right thing" - to untie thier hands so they can participate.

16

1

And of course the company should notify FDA who can then send notices out to the general public
(TV).....

17

1

However, misinformation of real and imminent danger to the public health (to be determined by
company) should be reported to a watchdog group.

18

It is in the company's best interest to correct misinformation but this cannot practically be done in
all cases. Too much of a burden to monitor.

19

One issue is that manufacturers will have this burden and generic manufacturers will not

20

Companies should be permitted to update third-party sites to correct misinformation but not held
responsible if subsequent changes re-introduce misinformation.

21

Government controls don't work. Free choice is what America was built upon.

22

1

Wold be nice to correct all the published misinformation on pharmaceutical or health care
products... I think it is impossible to find all of them
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23

Guidance should be given on how companies can navigate this area but it should not be
mandatory.

24

Who would decide what is of real or imminent danger? Regarding off-label claims supported by
peer review, Medicare and many insurance companies accept this info for funding many new
drugs, particularly in oncology, so why should a company try to correct this. Finally, it would be
difficult for a company to know of all the potential off-label claims and uses that occur every day,
several of which occur when drugs are used in combination therapy and it is another drug that is
being used off-label, thus making both products' use off-label. As well, there is every time a
different dose is used based on the treating physician's judgement. It would be impossible to
monitor this, let alone take correctiev action.

25

If you watch what happens when misinformation is posted you'll see social media channels are
quick to highlight misinformation and mistakes. A company or person that puts out misinformation
on a regular bases will be dropped by the partisipants in the network.

26

social media should not be considered different from other platforms. Do companies perform
corrective action if on their way to work, they pass by a billboard paid for by a third party
containing erroneous information about one of their brands? No. They may ignore it, counter it, or
litigate it, but almost certainly not take corrective action against it.

27

1

Companies should not be forced to make the corrections. They should be allowed to make
corrections.

28

1

Guidance in this area is needed, and some flexibility based on multiple factors/considerations including clinical relevance, public health impact, and impact of the misinformation

29

Tough to select one, but it's most dangerous for FDA to mandate corrections; such a mandate
would be impossible to execute or enforce, although every company *should* make specific
efforts to correct misinformation when identified

30

Would have like to select answer 3 as well.

31

off-label use of a product isn't necessarily bad (e.g. Byetta with TZD at launch was off-label
though clinical data was in front of the FDA for the indication). This kind of discussion takes place
ALL the time when one HCP solicits the information from another. Who is to define imminent
danger? What may be a huge ordeal to one person may not be to another. It seems like a very
slippery slope.

1

In my opinion pharma companies should have the freedom to correct, but not the responsability
to act as a watchdog. Otherwise that would be an unbearable burden.

32
33

1

If the company is not affiliated with the site in any way, they should not be responsible for the
content put out by that site.

34

1

Corrections on product/company misinformation on third-party sites should be at the discretion of
individual organizations. The web is too large of a surface to control all conversations; it's simply
foolish to assume any company can moderate and correct all content that is published to the web.

35

They should constantly educate the public that their own website has the appropriate information
and comment on their website about inaccuracies seen throughout the web.

36

It seems a bit odd that companies would have the burden of "policing the Internet" to correct
misinformation posted by a third-party. That said, if a company has "actual knowledge", then it
seems reasonable to require them to take reasonable steps to try to correct it (I suppose this is a
slipperly slope).

37

1

38

Companies should contribute post approval money to a watchdog government agency that at
least reports on Internet misinformation.
companies should address errors where possible (and clearly state their role) but cannot be
responsible for the huge amounts on information posted out of their control
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1

But, companies, should attempt to correct the information should the page be discovered by a
representative of the company.

40

1

again, because of the evolving nature of social media, it would be unrealistic to require companies
to monitor and correct misinformation across all social media vehicles. Instead, a standardized
approach should be formulated that could be applicable across several types of social media
vehicles. the viewer of the information would need to somehow be assured that the
communication was coming from a legitimate (company) source, and therefore could be trusted
as accurate. If these parameters (at a minimum) could be met, then the manufacturer should
retain the right to correct misinformation as they see fit in whichever social media vehicle they
choose.

41

1

There is no way to know all information on the web at all times.

39

42

How would companies ever hope to know about all wrong comments/claims that would be made?

43

Impossible to really regulate.

44

I see the problem differently. It's not about BURDEN; companies should STAY OFF social
networking sites with their drug "information." The pharmaceutical industry has a very bad public
reputation right now because of many false marketing and drug damage claims, and is known to
sponsor false "letters from the public" about the dangers of alternative medicine or anything else
that it perceives as diminishing its own profits. The industry needs to clean up its own act and
publish its own credible and fully reported list of adverse drug events and appropriate drug uses
on its own websites.

45

I'm torn on this - I do think it's important for companies to correct misinformation, especially if it
could cause real or imminent danger. However monitoring every site on the web for this seems
like a task for Sisyphus. Maybe some sort of compromise could be worked out such as monitoring
patient advocacy groups/forums, medical websites, a regular keyword search or a combination of
things, with the expectation that a response would go to the website within a certain time-frame.
What that response should be and what happens if the website should choose to ignore it may
also need to be explored.

1

46

It would be impossible for companies to monitor and correct all product misinformation. The first
option, requiring companies to correct information they believe is potentially harmful, would not
work because most companies would believe that any information contradicting the product
information they provide would be dangerous.

47

1

Companies should make a good faith effort to correct misinfomration of real and imminent danger
on sites they control. To the extent it would not be burdensome, companies might also post
corrective information on major discussion sites (may need to place a number limit as to what
would be feasible, altho I have no idea what that might be).

48

1

It is completely unrealistic to expect any company regardless of the industry to monitor and
correct product inaccuracies.

49

Companies should only be legally responsible for the information sources that they control;
policing the entire internet is just not feasible!

50

However, companies can act of their own good-will instead of obligation to correct those
misinformation formally or through online media.
18
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28.3%
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ALL Off-Label Information

17.3%
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11.0%
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8.8%

No Corrections Should be Mandated
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Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group
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Special Case for Corrections

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
ISSUE 3 (Posting Corrective Information): What parameters should apply to
the posting of corrective information on Web sites controlled by third parties?
Should the parameters differentiate with regard to the prominence of the
third-party site (i.e., readership), its intended audience (e.g., general
public, health care professionals, patients), its intended purpose (e.g.,
personal diary, encyclopedia-type reference), and/or the author of the
information on the site?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Yes

38.3%

74

No

35.8%

69

No Opinion

18.7%

36

NA (no parameters are required)

7.3%

14

Answer Options

28

Please add additional comments.

answered question
skipped question

193
81

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
The transparency of information on the web is such that no matter what the intended audience,
others outside of that audience will be able to view/access much of that information.

1
2

1

I do think it will be much harder to regulate a random blogger discussing their experience with a
product (like a college student who writes about their use of Ambien during finals) compared to a
recognized, industry blogger (like Pharmalot), though the rules should ostensibly apply to all. It
will also be incrementally harder to educate such random blogger on the "rules of the road." I also
do not believe it is the responsiblity of the pharmaceutical company to educate on such
parameters, if they are set by a regulatory agency.

3

4

Need to do this as perception of the site affects preception of the data

1

I don't think we can hold companies responsible for other people's communications. If the
company originally seeded the discussion (with all appropriate disclaimers at that point) then it
may be that a corrective course of action is merited.

5

However, if the information results in real or imminent danger to public health, it should be
corrected. Pharmas participating in Social Media should have dedicated resources monitoring the
space.

6

Greater effort should occur with larger potential for wide dissemination.

7

Rules should apply across large, small, popular or unpopular sites, physician or consumer. If there
are different sets of rules for different classes of web sites then interpretation and abuse will
become even more difficult to monitor and correct bad behavior.

8

1

Personal diaries are the patient's journey and their level of understandig of their disease and
medical terminology will vary enormously

9

With the caveat that if the general public can access a site, even if it is intended for physicians, it
should adhere to regulations for general public regulations.

10

Assume the consumer is much smarter than you think. Consumers can ask their doctors or go to
a Oharma website.

11

People trust a website such as webmd

Continues on next page…
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Special Case for Corrections
Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
12

Only in that the "best efforts" criterion should only reasonably apply to sites that are on the first
page of a Google search, or similar criteria ie. general public likely to find that information easily.

13

Health sites that do not offer credible information only hurt themselves in the long run

14

It's the responsibility of the content provider to make their audience aware of who they are
representing. It is the responsibility of the viewer to ask in a social environment.

15

It's finding the balance between few/broad categories to avoid too much red tape and
complication and one rule for all, which would detrimentally limit significant groups and not be
helpful to public health.

16

1

17
18

Yes, but as I have explained before pharma companies should not assume a role of watchdog.
1

1

21
22

Parameters should be simplified to be the same for all who post and for all social media sites. As
long as medical companies are in line with regulations the FDA outlines on off-label issues, etc.,
there should be no additional constraints per posting demographic.
Health care professionals should have the correct information as determined by consensus and
should be reminded to not misrepresent the information. They have more influence if it is known
that they are professionals so they can cause greater damage from misinformation. Some people
calling themselves health professionals are misrepresenting their real qualifications. Again, as an
example, the scienceblogs will review the qualifications of an individual calling themselves a
"health expert" while also commenting on the distortions of the information.

19

20

Prominence and author shouldn't matter, but the intended audience and purpose are relevant.

Essential to distinguish between the general public and health care professionals!
Companies likely to automatically 'correct' entries in more critical/visible places without regulation

1

General guidelines that are widely applicable are the most desireable outcome.

23

Third-party sites with higher readership, geared to general public, and/or encyclopedic in nature
should carry greater weight in companies acting on correcting information.

24

if information is wrong it should be corrected in all circumstances that the company is aware of

25

There are no real firewalls any more between information for one audience and that for another.
All can find access to all information.

26

Wikipedia is thought to be "authoratative" and should be held to a higher standard. Patient
support groups will talk about off label use of cancer drugs - which should be allowed

27

My concern with this option is that pharmaceutical companies will make efforts to shut down any
website that speaks negatively of one of their products. Freedom of speech should never be
eliminated because of pharmaceutical interests.

28

Dear John so much aspects in one question?
7

Continues on next page…
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Special Case for Corrections

ALL (193)
%

PHARMA
(52)
%

NOT PHARMA
(141)
%

AGENT (81)
%

Yes

38.3%

36.5%

39.0%

33.3%

No

35.8%

38.5%

34.8%

40.7%

No Opinion

18.7%

21.2%

17.7%

17.3%

7.3%

3.8%

8.5%

8.6%

Special Case for Corrections

Not Applicable

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Are There Special Cases for Correcting
Misinformation?
ALL (193)

PHARMA (52)

AGENT (81)

9%

Not Applicable

4%
7%
17%

No Opinion

21%
19%
41%
39%
36%

No

33%
37%

Yes

38%

0%

9%

18%

27%

% Respondents
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36%

45%

Links Comments

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 4: Links. When is the use of links appropriate? The agency is interested
in any comments about the appropriateness of various techniques
regarding the use of links (including between various social media tools)
and data or research about whether or not users find these approaches
to be misleading.
Response
Answer Options
Count
63
answered question
63
skipped question
211
Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

Pop up - you are leaving the site

2

1

Gov't and companies should not regulate or control links or linking strategies of third parties.

3

1

a link to a product information page from all the SM that company uses is perfect. It is very "easy"
to move from one to the other.

4

Appropriate notice and disclaimers (e.g., a splash page) should be provided when users are linked
from one for which the company is responsible to one for which it is not are not and vice versa.

5

Companies should not be punished for providing useful links to patient organizations that might
include off-label on their sites. The benefits of patient support groups usually outweigh the risk of
off-label uses.

6

I do not support the use of links in any way shape or form

7

1

Links are often overused on the web anyway.

8

This is an excellent issue. Good rules for SEO (search engine optimisation) include putting the
article title in the link title and, if the main topic revolves around a brand name, that shoud be in
the link. There will be "gray cases" but a policy of requiring the brand name in the link will be
transparent to users. Even with shortened or encrypted urls - users can use a filter on page metatags ( a la Tivo) to avoid advertising they have no interest in (eg. Viagra)

9

An interstitial window is typically used to alert the user that they are going to another site that is
outside of the company's control

10

1

Branded to unbranded where the unbranded has off-label information is not appropriate.
Unbranded to branded may be appropriate so long as the unbranded site does not contain claims,
i.e. "To learn more about options to treat XXX, click here"

11

Links are fine and usually very helpful. If you're a caregiver of an Alzheimer's Patient, and you're
researching a drug, and it takes you to a link for a caregivers support group, that's helpful. It's not
misleading at all.

12

If off-label information is provided under the FDAMA Guidelines, then that should be explicitly
clear and not just a link to a branded website, implying that approval has been obtained, when it
hasn't. For example, bloggers often post about news about a drug, often not approved, so do you
link to the article or the branded site? Ideally, you would link to the news article and note that it is
not yet approved for such a condition. Common sense does not always strike bloggers, especially
in a hurry to post.

13

Disclosure is always the best policy and is in the best interests of a company or business, but
should not be mandated.

Continues on next page…

Links Comments
Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
14

The link text is a message that companies should be responsible for. If the link says THE
SUPERIOR DIABETES DRUG, then they should have data that backs this up.

15

Links should be provided to give people the information they need to make informed decisions
and to get support. If information is advertised in a space that does not support an "area" for full
disclosure of information, provide links that are one click away and let people know there is more
information that they should read to get the full story.

16

1

It is up to the reponsible sponsor to monitor their products information in the public domain
according to publish rules/guidelines in a good faith effort. Obviously this can be a significant, if
not daunting, effort with the number of web sites and related information sources. Sponsors
should be required to clarify, correct or comment about information which becomes known to
them that is about unapproved use or incorrect about the sponsors product. Unfortunately
incorrect and inappropriate information is being exchanged verbally and this exchange is
impossible to stop or correct. However, when the information is in written form and is
inappropriate or incorrect and the sponsor is made aware as well as site where the information is
posted , then it is incumbent upon all parties to do the right thing and change, remove, correct
and notify/comment that the offending information is unapproved, inapropriate, incorrect...and in
most cases removed from the site where it is posted. A sponsor can only be held to its best
"commercial and reasonable" efforts to monitor verbal and written information about its products.

17

18

1

19
20

21

I do not trust any links that I get from social networks.....

Disclaimers should apply on any posted material or links
Some may. However, a physian must write the script. What is the doctor's role?

1

...

1

Clear labeling is needed when linking to sites where content source is not a medical professional
and there is no set review. Unbranded URL pointing to branded URLs can be misleading --- all
company-sponsored sites (where the company has ANY influence over the content) should be
CLEARLY labeled on every page. If the company hires a 3rd party to create/run a website on their
behalf, every page should be CLEARLY labeled.

22

Companies should only be held responsible for links on their own websites or embedded in their
own content.

23

Links to official label and monograph are good.

24

Ma ny links to sites are purchased or solicicited through a third party vendor in addition to being
provided by PR firms.

25

1

None

26

1

they can be misleading

27

As someone who does research on pharmaceutical news, I think it is helpful to share this
information with others in the industry in blog format that links to the entire article or support
documents. It is a company blog and we do link to our website as well. I do not see a conflict of
interest in this. We are upfront that the blog is a company blog and have received positive
feedback on our blog content.

28

interstitial disclaimer should be fine; you overestimate the length of time that a user spends
reading internet content vs scanning it.

29

Clear indication that "you are leaving the company website and the company has no control, nor
responsbility on its content ..., ect."

30

Example: Pharmaceutical Company X makes drug B that cures Y. The site has links to Y support
group. On the Y support group one member writes "did you know drug B also works to cure Z.
That's what members in a support group do they talk openly. Is Company X sell off label? No. Is
company X responsible? No. Can the member get the drug to cure Z? Maybe. From a doctor? Not
without consent. Should the links be allowed yes.

Continues on next page…
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
I think the use of unbranded links to branded websites is a disservice to consumers. The fact that
this is currently the way google sponsored links are currently being done is awful and should be
stopped. Linking to non-company sites is fine as long as there is a disclaimer regarding control of
content on the site or after the link is clicked.

31

32

1

unsure

33

FDA should recommend disclaimer language to be inserted between a company site and an
external link - users can only proceed to the linked (non-company) site with a click on the "I
understand I am leaving" button

34

Do not believe this is a problem. People smart enough to figure out which site they are on.

35

Not misleading but helpful.

36

1

Sponsors should only use links to Web sites that have been granted a seal of guarantee (like the
Health on the Net seal) which proves that are trustworthy sources of medical and health
information. Companies should refrain from referring to Web sites that openly promote off-label
indications.

37

38

39

Using unbranded links to go directly to a branded website is a bait and switch approach that the
industry has been forced into because of the risk/benefit balance issue.

1

when linking from unbranded to branded, it should explicity tell the user that they are being
directed towards a site with branded information. Avoid "bait and switch"

1

Again, it should not be a companies job to read through every entry to ensure other comments
not given through their employees agrees with their approved usages. If a company links to a
blog that is primarily supporting off-label use (with blatant intent to support), there may be an
issue; however, if a company links to a site that has, say, one blog posting of off-label use, they
should not be held liable for promoting misleading information. As for misleading consumers
through unbranded URLs, there again is no definite answer. There may be a valid reason for not
using the brand name as the initial intriguer; I don't find it necessary to cap that initiative, unless
there are future cases that promote the need.

40

not sure

41

The purpose and the target of the links should be clearly stated on the initial page so that people
do not slide down the "slippery slope" into misinformation or are subjected to intentional
misdirection.

42

If it is occuring, pharma companies using a "stealth URL" seems beyond the pale.

43

1

---

44

1

An intermediary page alerting the viewer that s/he is leaving the branded page should suffice.
It is the web user's responsibility to gauge the validity of the sites they navigate to, and use
caution in relying upon those resources. To that end, links to and from various content streams
are expected to be in keeping with FDA requirements when authored by pharma, but when
authored by non-authorized 3rd parties to and from content, pharma cannot be responsible for
misleading links.

45

46

1

Research that I conducted clearly showed that consumers & patients question the credibility of
social media when it comes to health but still will use it as they continue to dive deeper into the
Web for information.

47
48

If companies can use their branded URLs, they would not need to use unbranded URLs instead.

1

As long as note that the links are not related to a device, should be okay.

Continues on next page…

Links Comments
Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted

49

It should not be necessary for brand sites to have the same spelling in the domain as the brand
itself. In fact, sites that offer brand content under domains that are more condition-related should
NOT be misleading unless the spelling of the domain is explicitly off-label or misleading. (ie,
www.cureforcancer.com as a domain for a chemo drug - this is an absurd example but it makes
the point)

50

this is a valid way to connect people to relevant or clarifying information.

51

Shouldn't link to any off-label information from product web sites, even if peer-reviewed clinical
data.

52

The critical issue with links is that they can take the visitor to independent/third party sites as well
as marketer/company sites, which can provide true balance and extensive/in-depth info.

53

Any time a human being is linking to another source and paraphrasing or summarizing that source
it shifts the inflection of meaning. ALL social media is subject to this issue.

54

1

It's a free world, and the public is free to read and believe whatever they want to. What
determines what's "totally true"? Consumer experiences related on SM, are their experiences and
whether or not it is supported by clinical data is irrelevant.

55

As a patient and care giver, I want to surf and click on as much relevant information as possible in
order to be better informed about a disease and the therapy options, which good and bad
aspects. We all know drugs have side effects, so understanding the differences between them
may be helpful.

56

As long as the user gets a warning after clicking the link "this link is directing you to a third party
website which we have no controll over and can not verify that the information you see is
correct".. or somethinkg like that.

57

Companies should be forbidden from posting links promoting their products for unapproved uses
or from posting misleading links that lead to branded content. Honesty and transparency should
be mandated.

58

1

rolling f/b in banners; use of hash tags
Intended links that bridge with a click promotion of unapproved information is intent enough, and
should be prohibited by pharma companies as consumers often blur the lines between what is
authoritatively "approved" and not approved.

59

60

1

that is the way the internet works - most reputable websites will include a prominent message
when you leave one site to visit another.

61

1

Links should be used to related and relevant websites. More links are always better than fewer
links. It is frustrating to not be provided with links, that from a consumer/patient perspective.
The use of unbranded URLs which go directly to branded information is misleading and a
deceptive practice.

62

I think companies should provide links out to third party sources of information and support.
Some of these will contain "un-approved" information.

63

Current regulations are sufficient - no links to brand information between social media tools that
woud be prohibited in any other context (e.g. from unbranded disease awareness site to brand
page)
23

Linking Parameters

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 4: Links. When is the use of links appropriate? Should parameters be
established for links to and from Web sites?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Yes

55.2%

100

No

24.3%

44

No Opinion

14.9%

27

NA (no parameters are required)

5.5%

10

Answer Options

40

Please add additional comments.

answered question
skipped question

181
93

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

Without clear FDA guidelines some companies will cross the line and others will decide
to do nothing for fear of liability. Patients are pharmaceutical customers and should have
as much right to access product information as any other types of consumers have.

2

3

One click rule

1

should be a "guidance"page between the link and new page indicating what the link is
and who is responsible for it

4

These parameters should clearly state that the information contained on the site linked
to is not affiliated with the linkee.

5

where a descriptive title cannot convey a brand topic in the title and url, if authoratative
statements are being made there should be some requirement of posting the brand
name in either the category or tag metatags for a webpage.

6

1

Links should be limited to links to bonifide medical associations, government agencies
such as PubMed or other not-for-profit agencies such as the world health organization or
to company owned websites...avoiding links to third party commercial locations.

7

Policies should be established, probably by the FDA so that all are playing by the same
rules. But what about companies in other countries not regulated by FDA?

8

Parameters - ie guidelines would help companies do things correctly.

9

If a sponsor is going to itself enable or allow a link to another site where information
about that sponsors product is known to be posted and or discussed then the sponsor is
responsible for monitoring the information from an accuracy, appriateness and legal
point of view using best "commercially reasonable" efforts. If information is posted that
is incorrect, inapropriate or illegal then it is the sponsors responsibility to take all
necessary steps to correct, change, eliminate or comment about the offending
information to the site owners where the information is posted.

10

1

Pop-up box with brief information e.g., you are about to view an unapproved
indication/s

11

Probably, but good luck drafting them.

12

A simple notice that the user is being redirected to a new site should suffice. Most
audiences are sophisticated these days to know how these campaigns work and if they
don't want to continue on to read about a treatment they don't have to.
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
13

an interupter notification that identifies whether the Pharma company who hosted the
link is responsible (or not responsible) for the content on the other site someone is
attempting to access is a responsibility

14

Don't over-regulate!

15

As long as it is clear that someone has left a brand website to somewhere else

16

1

Include appropriate disclaimers. If a site is known to have off-label use (not supported
by literature), links should be taken down

17

Not practical to police this. it is a hyperlinked world.

18

Guidelines and rules of thumb would be good. It would also be good to have these
guidelines for health foods that make claims.

19

can only link out to commercial information, but not link back the other direction

20

only if it a company sponsored website .

21

1

links need to contain faair balance information or company disclaimer.

22

blogs are often used to draw traffic to a website to restrict this handcuffs companies and
also robs the public from accessing the support documents for the view they are
reading. Even FDA has links.

23

only so ea. pharma company has a set policy & it's not a guessing game nor subjective.

24

They should relate to the products use.

25

It depends. I know, not a helpful reply.

26

see above - it should end with the disclaimer

27

1

links to a product website should go to a landing page - the patient should then be
directed by their own interests, not those of someone else. How can they stop someone,
though, from linking to a particular component of a site in a blog, etc. Again, very
slippery.

28

1

Companies should have their own internal guidelines on where their own websites can
link to. Companies cannot control what third party websites link to their sites.
As stated before use of links should be limited to Web sites that have been granted a
seal of guarantee and are recognized by the community as trustworthy sources of
medical and health information.

29

30

1

I think parameters are helpful, but caution against making them too stringent for this
particular issue.

31

1

The web offers a breadth of content topics that is too large to conquer narrowing for
medicinal purposes. With regulations on what's appropriate being solidly publicized, the
issue of appropriate linkage should be taken care of.

32
33

I think consumers should be aware of where a link is taking them.
1

You could possibly include a pop-up comment that alerts the user they are now moving
to a branded website.

34

It's just impossible to enforce how a link appears and to what page the link links to. We
have one site with 1000+ inbound links that we neither control or pay for. Companies
cannot be responsible for enforcing anchor text or target landing pages.

35

whatever parameter that are developed to address the previous labeling should also
address the linked information.

36

All companies should follow a common standard on links to web sites
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37

How can someone define what parameters should be considered? based on what value?
you can not control what is said everywhere and therefore can not establish parameters.
It would results in no links and no SM participation because most likely, those
paramaters would be violated in every single case at one point or another...

1

38

Transparency, sponsorships should follow links where appropriate.

39

Linking of off-label information from an unbranded site is clearly a no-no. I am
surprised companies would even try that trick.

40

Primary purpose of web-site being linked to. If is is a general (for example) Diabetes
support community, then linking out is fine. If it is a site that focuses on non-approved
uses of the company's drugs, not fine.
12

ALL (181)
%

PHARMA
(47)
%

NOT
PHARMA
(134)
%

AGENT
(76)
%

Yes

55.2%

53.2%

56.0%

56.6%

No

24.3%

25.5%

23.9%

27.6%

No Opinion

14.9%

17.0%

14.2%

13.2%

Not Applicable

5.5%

4.3%

6.0%

2.6%

Linking Parameters

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Should There Be Rules for Links?
ALL (181)

PHARMA (47)

AGENT (76)

3%
4%
6%
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13%
17%
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No Opinion

28%
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24%
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55%
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50%

60%

Link Types

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 4: Links. When is the use of links appropriate? The agency is
interested in any data or research concerning the frequency with which
users actually click on different categories of links (e.g., banner ads,
links within Web sites, sponsored links, organic search result links) to
get additional information about products.
Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
36
36
238

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

CTR for Organic about 30%, CTR google adwords about 5%, CTR for banner ads <2%
(behavioural targeting)

2

1

My understanding is that the click through rate for ads like the ones mentioned is at .04%

3

I have collected many studies and reports that contain this information and would be happy to
provide if contacted. Here are some helpful links
- http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2009/8-The-Social-Life-of-Health-Information.aspx
- http://www.nielsen-online.com/emc/08_health_wp/reg_preso.jsp
- http://www.forrester.com/Research/Document/Excerpt/0,7211,42077,00.html
-http://www.forrester.com/Research/Document/Excerpt/0,7211,54809,00.html
- http://www.slideshare.net/rmeyer52/social-media-for-regulatory-and-legal

4

Infrequently.

5

I have no knowledge of this

6

1

none available

7

People tend to gravitate toward non branded links/organic search results.
www.knowmenopause.com is a very popular website by Wyeth.

8

This is standard SEO info that is out there.

9

It depends on how valuable the content is to the end-user. It's the job of the company creating
content to alert users that there may be more information of value by clicking through to learn
more.

10

1

No comment as I have seen very limited or narrow information about the extensive use of "click
thru"links. I cannot understand why volume of use would matter. If a link is provided it will be
used. If the link is provided to a site or information that is inappropriate or incorrect or illegal
then the sponsor has a moral and ethical responsibility to correct the offending information.
Volume of use has NOTHING to do with links to information that is known to be incorrect or
misleading

11

12

organic search result links only....

1

Unknown

13

My personal experience: If I am involved in a search - I regularly click through the sponsored
sites, as there was likely a reason that this site seemed relevant to my search. I am less likely to
click through on banners.

14

Poor response rate at best.

15

??

Continues on next page…
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
16

banner ads - very little. links within credible content - moderately. organic results - fairly often.
sponsored links - fairly often

17

80% of serach engine users click on organic links.

18

1

None

19

1

frequently. the internet has become the primary source of information for the public.

20

This varies from story to story. I am uncertain of our conversion rate.

21

check out emarketer.com or comscore. All of the above not only have some direct response
measurement, but more importantly, help to build brand awareness. The average industry CTR for
banners is .10%; however the other 99.9% that don't click through may recall the product &
indication.

22

n/a

23

1

unsure

24

good lord.

25

every visit

26

the subject matter of the creative matters more than the format

27

At this moment I don't see the relevance of such information.

28

It's proven that organic search results improve based on the number of times a site is visited or
refreshed material is added; this means that a blog will produce high organic results in
comparison to a created website that does not require maintenance. As for click rates on
advertisements, it's also been proven that "north" advertisements have more viewership than
"south" or bottom of the page advertisements. The type of ad link is not as important as the
placement of the ad on the site. I do not have figures to represent the number of clicks
associated with each site, but I know they have been studied and numbers are available.

1

29
30

it does exisit
1

This should be monitored.

31

yes this one can benefit the company, holding website and the visitor whose intention is to gain
information, if information about product is correctly posted.

32

I click on manufacturer links and usually do a google search for "consumer reports ________"
with the name of the drug. Also search "side effects__________." Then I go to Scipub (NOT
pubmed; scipub carries animal studies outside the pharmaceutical industry so is largely free of
pharmaceutical profit spin) to read studies of the particular drug.

33

In my experiance, a banner ads or sponsored links about a drug will get clicked on about 1 out of
100 times viewed. However, in a google search, if your website comes up first in the organic
search results, more than 50% of the time you will be clicked on.

34

1

would defer to companies like Manhattan Research, Google, Yahoo! etc.

35

1

N/A
I never click on banner ads, sponsored links etc. If information on a specific topic is required, I
will first try to find the official brand site and/or wikipedia page, then use Google to find any other
seemingly reputable source of information online (e.g. professional organizations, etc).

36
12
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Monitoring AEs

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 5: Questions specific to Internet adverse event reporting. How are entities
with postmarketing reporting responsibilities and other stakeholders
using the Internet and social media tools with regard to monitoring
adverse event information about their products?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Use of automated keyword searches of selected
social media sites by specialized agencies and/or
professionals

39.6%

88

Intermittent searches of selected social media sites
performed by company personnel or agents

34.2%

76

Intermittent searches of SEARCH ENGINES
performed by company personnel or agents

32.4%

72

Routine and automated keyword searches of
TWITTER (eg, performed by SocialOomph or other
services)

27.5%

61

Use of social media monitoring tools that do not
include keywords.

22.5%

50

None of the above

20.3%

45

Don't Know

25.2%

56

Answer Options

33

Other methods used and/or comments:

answered question
skipped question

222
52

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1
2

I have not been looking for any monitoring commentary per se.
1

I believe that companies are not currently doing this, however, I know some are planning on
starting to do so, it is currently under consideration at my company. If we embark on the Social
Media campaign we are currently designing we will have to monitor these things.

3

Not privy to that info about our clients.

4

Buzzmetrics or Comscore studies... often "once and done" instead of routine and proactive pursuit
of product and/or customer issues

5

It appears most Pharmas are doing whatever they can to avoid any marketing efforts that might
foster AE incidences, thus no real use of the Internet to even report them. If they don't happen,
then no need to worry about it.

6

1

Radian 6 Blog monitoring

7

Routine searches would seem to be in the best interests of these entities and stakeholders;
responsible companies should use these or other measures to remain abreast of any potential
adverse event problems.

8

All Pharma companies have Adverse Event (AE) repoting procedures, training and supporting
systems in place to accurately record information dealing with an AE. I do not know of any
organization that uses social media and the internet as its official AE reporitng system.

Continues on next page…
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
The pharma industry should produce one mass media campaign to inform end users how to get
accurate information.

9

They should not be responsible for policing these conversations individually. A central industry
funded monitoring hub should be established as a clearing house for monitoring public health
impact of post marketing issues.

10

11

1

Adverse events reports about prescription medicines should be made trhough doctors only. For
OTC approved medicines different possibiities could be applied

12

I write for the company blog on adverse reactions, counterfeit drugs, and recalls. We are followed
by pharma, FDA, military and health organizations.

13

I am not aware of what any companies are actually doing, as opposed to what they say they are
doing. However the five options mentioned are worthy of consideration, although I would prefer
not to see intermittent searches but rather searches that are conducted on a prescribed routine.

14

I do not believe pharma should be required to search for adverse events. For those events where
complete information is available, companies must report them when they become aware of the
event. FDA should proceed in allowing individuals to file adverse event reports directly to the
agency. By doing this, I believe more patients will report events and make the AE reporting more
robust. Requiring the companies to chase down every potential report is asking too much.

15

Adverse events should be monitored and reported by physicians who prescribe treatments and
follow up patients. The physician in contact with the patient should be the filter and the ultimate
person who should decide and perform the reporting.

16

1

Currently companies are probably not monitoring social media as much because of the uncertainty
about adverse event reporting.

17

paid listeners

18

Have specific site for direct reporting of adverse events. Do not depend on open searches. If
something is picked up then direct to adverse event home page.

19

RSS Feeds of all mentions of product names -- to company regulatory compliance staffers.

20

1

Don't know.

21

Use of social media monitoring tools that do not include keywords

22

I believe entities are using various tools or employing agencies to search what's being said about
their brands, but not necessarily for AER however.

23

I personally do not know about the techniques used.

24

Dont really know if any of these are actually being used

25

Medical device manufacturers follow relevant blogs in their field.

26

I believe that their lawyers probably advise them not to search, build tools, or do anything that
would obligate them to turn up adverse events.

27

Intermittent use of automated keyword searches of social media sites using specialized agencies
and branded monitoring tools like Radian6 and others

28

1

29

I know of situations where Twitter users came across AE information in the course of using Twitter
and reported it. These were situations that just arose (like hearing about an AE at a dinner party)
and not a concerted effort on the part of the company to identify AE information via Twitter.
I've never seen any activity on Social Media platforms from companies. Most of it comes from
consumer watchdog organizations, who do not always share honest information. If the
information were shared HONESTLY by the companies producing the meds, the public wouldn't
have to rely on extremist reports.
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
30

Not really sure this question is properly formed; how can one respondent speak for "entities" as a
whole? But the parenthetical statement using the word "believe" at least addresses the
respondent's perception instead of framing it as a certainty.

1

I have doubts that pharma companies are searching (monitoring) for adverse events related to
their products.

31
32
33

1

Facebook page monitored every day.

1

For Twitter, you can also use Moniter (Monitor on Twitter).

9

ALL (222)
%

PHARMA
(58)
%

NOT PHARMA
(164)
%

AGENT
(96)
%

Don't Know

25.2%

20.7%

26.8%

22.9%

Monitoring Techniques
None of the Above

20.3%

31.0%

16.5%

18.8%

Auto Keyword Search

39.6%

29.3%

43.3%

45.8%

Intermittent Keyword Search

34.2%

22.4%

38.4%

43.8%

Search Engine

32.4%

19.0%

37.2%

39.6%

Twitter Keyword Search

27.5%

22.4%

29.3%

28.1%

SM Tools Other Than Search

22.5%

19.0%

23.8%

22.9%

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Monitoring AEs on Social Media Sites
ALL (222)
SM Tools Other
Than Search

PHARMA (58)

19%

Twitter Keyword
Search

23%
23%
22%

Search Engine

AGENT (96)

28%
27%
40%

19%

Intermittent
Keyword Search

32%
44%

22%

Auto Keyword
Search

34%
29%

19%

None of the Above

20%

46%
40%

31%

23%
21%
25%

Don't Know
0%

10%

20%

30%
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40%
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AER Processing

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 5: Questions specific to Internet adverse event reporting. How is adverse
event information from these sources being received, reviewed, and
processed?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Special group within the company is responsible for
receiving, reviewing, and processing AEs

25.7%

57

Receiving and processing AEs is outsourced to a
specialized agency; review is handled in-house to
determine which AEs need to be reported as
required by law

9.0%

20

We have no SOP for receiving, reviewing, and
processing AEs from these sources

15.8%

35

None of the above

7.2%

16

Don't Know

42.3%

94

Answer Options

14

Other methods used and/or comments:

answered question
skipped question

222
52

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1
2

Funneled to existing AE process within the co
1

Everyone at our company is trained in receiving AE info, we then turn it over to a special group.

3

Not privy to that info about our clients.

4

Lack of SOP makes it forbidden at most manufacturers

5

If it does happen...

6

Special group(s) or designated personnel probably should perform this function.

7

I suspect the ostrich approach is dominant.

8

should use current SOP's and apply to online spaces

9

Adverse reactions we get from consumers we refer them to FDA medwatch website.

10

depends on the company

11

All the information should be introduced into a database for further evaluation and analysis.

12

they are being ignored - collected by the agency, Pharmaco is aware of this and then they are
being silently binned

13

varies by company

14

I know of some companies using 3rd parties as well as in house
1

Continues on next page…
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AE Processing

ALL (222)
%

PHARMA
(58)
%

NOT PHARMA
(164)
%

AGENT (96)
%

Internal Group

25.7%

41.4%

20.1%

26.0%

Outsourced

9.0%

5.2%

10.4%

9.4%

No SOP

15.8%

25.9%

12.2%

14.6%

Don't Know

42.3%

20.7%

50.0%

40.6%

7.2%

6.9%

7.3%

9.4%

None of Above

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

How is AE Info from SM Sources Processed?
ALL (222)

PHARMA (58)

AGENT (96)

41%
21%

Don't Know

42%
15%
26%

No SOP

16%
9%
Outsourced

5%
9%
26%
41%

Internal Group

26%
0%

10%

20%

30%

% Respondents
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AER SM Challenges

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 5: Questions specific to Internet adverse event reporting. What challenges
are presented in handling adverse event information from these sources?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

The amount of information from these sources is
potentially too vast to be processed economically
(lack of resources)

40.0%

86

Finding adverse event information from these
sources is like finding a needle in a haystack (too
daunting)

35.3%

76

The information is usually incomplete and does not
meet the requirements for submitting a meaningful
AER (not actionable)

67.9%

146

There are many potential issues that won't fully be
known until the practice of monitoring social media
for AEs is more prevalent (unknown issues).

46.0%

99

None of the above

7.9%

17

Answer Options

27

Other challenges and/or comments:

answered question
skipped question

215
59

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

Too anecdotal

2

Monitoring everything online related to a product is an arduous task. There needs to be clear
guidance on the scope with which a company should be responsible for monitoring and
evaluating the AEs. The March 2001 draft guidance for industry entitled Postmarketing Safety
Reporting for Human Drug and Biological Products Including Vaccines seems like a reasonable
approach and is currently one that my agency follows. If we identify an AE (based on the 4
criteria), we report it to the client who will then determine appropriate action.

3

$$$ motive--Companies don't want bad drug news--tend to stifle negative reports, minimize
descriptions and actual numbers of adverse events.

4

Issue is not to report the AE for which we have SOP that applies to any medium. The real issue is
once engaged in SM, what is the extend of the company's responsibility. What if we miss a AE on
a site we are engaged? Once engaged in SM, are in the eye of the FDA, liabale to scan the whole
place for AEs? What steps are we to implement to report? (for example: if someone post and
potential AE but do not put the 4 required piece of information, are we responsible for posting an
answer to the post to request more information, or indicate in an answer that the reporter should
call a 800#?)

1

5

Many reports are likely to made in unstructured comment environments (forums, tweets,
message threads) that can create an unverified impression about an issue.

6

It's going to be hard to deal with cranks with an axe to grind until this communication stream has
been at least somewhat normalized. And by normalized, I do not mean regulated. I mean that
things will sort themselves over time and experience. You will always have the outliers, but not
using these communication media out of fear of AER is unacceptable.

Continues on next page…
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
7

Without FDA clarity, manufacturers are afraid they'll be held accountable for everything... so few
are taking "reasonable" measures for fear of backlash from lawsuits or FDA.

8

I would look at PatientsLikeMe or DrugRatingz.com -- but see this as problematic so far in terms
of authoratative information.

9

Need clarification as to whether social media content that is captured into a repository by a
vendor for a pharma client, but not actually viewed by any personnel nor used in any analysis,
must be reviewed for potential AEs for compliance.

10

Clients are not clear on their obligations to gather incomplete data, beyond what they received in
the initial post/response

11

if an AE is left on google sidewiki it would be impossible to get that user information from Google

12

Adverse event reporting while VERY important, should not be done by random individuals on
social networking sites. Many people who suffer from adverse events from specific drugs do so
because they have an underlying condition that when mixed with a specific drug causes an
adverse reaction. A person with a lung condition known as MAC who takes a certain osteoporosis
drug will cough a lot. This drug doesn't make people cough unless they suffer from this condition.
(I'm not a physician, but 3 Pulmonologists from Jeff confirmed this). Adverse events should be
reported by the R&D staff, and physicians only. I don't advocate hiding information from the
public, but I don't believe in scaring them either. 85% of people who have been prescribed a
treatment program, don't follow their physicians orders, and don't take their medication as
prescribed. If you don't take your medication properly, that too could cause an adverse event.

13

There should be easy ways to aggregate this data that does not require individual reporting.

14

There is also a question of the reliability of the reporting of patient reported events. How to
verify?

15

Sometimes the information isn't clear or comprehensible.

16

Most pharma companies are ignoring this data.

17

My choice here is based on what I have heard second-hand.

18

Social media is an opportunity to generate much more information about experienced side effects
and AEs. FDA should encourage pharma to dig into this wealth of info and make its products
safer. Main issue with AEs will be that patient will not be able to make difference between AE and
severe side effect -feels very much the same. So interpretation and definitions have to be
reviewed.

19

1

Lots of potential issues that won't fully be known until the practice of monitoring social media for
AEs is more prevalent.

20

1

and difficult to locate the reporter to obtain additional information.

21

1

It's remarkable how very little we see that meets the criterea of an adverse event.

22

Difference between monitoring for AERs in the wild (all Web, or all social media sites, every day),
which may not be feasible to do b/c of volume vs. monitoring for AERs related to a specific
sponsored social media initiative, which is feasible and which should be done.

23

I think all the comments made would never be discovered so only main sources could be
monitored.

24

Also maybe subject to bias... extremes are more likely to be reported and reported often.

25

1

Bone fide adverse events should be reported to a healthcare professional, most likely the
physician who prescribed the medication (or fitted the device) in question. There are very good
systems already in place to handle AE reports; anything posted anonymously on the web (e.g.
Twitter) only is frankly not worth anyone worrying about.

26

27

there is the potential for less "secure" information; the anonymity of the Internet leads to rife
misuse, "half-truths" or misrepresentation masquerading as "facts"

1

Similar to the last; how to identify the AE if it is written on one's personal account instead of the
company-own accounts.

6
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ALL (215)
%

PHARMA
(54)
%

7.9%

5.6%

8.7%

5.2%

Unknown Issues

46.0%

48.1%

45.3%

46.4%

Too Daunting

35.3%

42.6%

32.9%

36.1%

Lack of Resources

40.0%

48.1%

37.3%

43.3%

Not Actionable

67.9%

83.3%

62.7%

70.1%

AER SM Challenges
None of Above

NOT PHARMA (161) AGENT (97)
%
%

Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group

Challenges Handling AEs Found on SM Sites
ALL (215)

PHARMA (54)

70%

Not Actionable

68%

83%

43%
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40%

48%

36%
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35%

43%
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48%
46%
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None of Above
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90%

AER Uncertainties

FDA's Regulation of Drug & Device Promotion via the
Internet & Social Media: Survey Results
Issue 5: Questions specific to Internet adverse event reporting. What
uncertainties are there regarding what should be reported from these
sources to meet FDA adverse event reporting obligations?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Usually, there is uncertainty regarding the true
identity of the reporter (anonymous source)

71.0%

152

Usually, there is uncertainty regarding the true
identity of the patient (no patient named)

72.9%

156

Usually, there is uncertainty regarding the identity
of the drug (eg, reporter refers to "sleep pill"
rather than brand name of drug)

42.1%

90

Usually, there is uncertainty regarding the
seriousness of the event reported

65.9%

141

None of the above

7.9%

17

Answer Options

24

Other uncertainties and/or comments:

answered question
skipped question

214
60

Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
1

1

Garbage in; garbage out.

2

1

I think they are all equally uncertain, however the usual first issue is identity.

3

The information is imcomplete. Sometimes a brand name drug is identified, but not the dosage
and not how it is administered (40mg 3xday and 10mg 1xday are very different clinically).

4

Adverse event reporting while VERY important, should not be done by random individuals on
social networking sites. Many people who suffer from adverse events from specific drugs do so
because they have an underlying condition that when mixed with a specific drug causes an
adverse reaction. A person with a lung condition known as MAC who takes a certain osteoporosis
drug will cough a lot. This drug doesn't make people cough unless they suffer from this condition.
(I'm not a physician, but 3 Pulmonologists from Jeff confirmed this) Adverse events should be
reported by the R&D staff, and physicians only. I don't advocate hiding information from the
public, but I don't believe in scaring them either. 85% of people who have been prescribed a
treatment program, don't follow their physicians orders, and don't take their medication as
prescribed. If you don't take your medication properly, that too could cause an adverse event. We
need to hold individuals responsible for following their treatment program, if they don't, then the
pharma's can hardly be held responsible.

5

Many people use the Internet to share information and remain anonymous when doing so, even if
an email address or other personal (excluding a name) is provided. Unless people opt-in to say
they want their information to be shared with pharmaceutical (or other) companies, these
companies should not pursue contacting a person if an AE is reportedWhile not everyone
understands that AEs can be reported directly to the FDA or a company, there needs to be more
emphasis to consumers about how they should/can report AEs so that companies are not help
liable for what they "happen" to find online.

6

With interactive forums, a researcher can and probably should post a comment requesting direct
contact and/or specific information or, if feasible, send a message to the posting party with
contact information for a private exchange.

7

There is also uncertainty about the diagnosis, indication, concomitant drugs taken, timing, and
lack of standardization or clarity about what the adverse event was (eg, "I nearly blacked out" or
"I didn't like how it made me feel").
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Number PHARMA Respondent? (1="yes") Comments submitted
8

There are also privacy issues here.

9

The term "usually" makes all statements inapplicable. Usual requires a regular established
monitoriing practice that has defined norms. I don't believe the Pharma industry is deep enough
in this space today to know what will be "usual"

10

You also do not know if people are publishing things for malicious reasons

11

A competitor could commission inundation of the system. Wow!

12

All of the above

13

These sources should be considered unreliable.

14

Only in the first two cases would I say that USUALLY there is uncertainty. But I woud imagine that
from time to time there are genuine reports on the identity of the drug and severity of reaction.

15

For that reason the most appropiate person to do that is the physician in charge of the patient.

16

1

Since patients don't understand what is required to report AEs, there is such variation in the kinds
of info available that any piece of info could be missing at any time.

17

Based on patient sites I follow, none of the above statements are true. However, these patients
could take the simple step of contacting Medwatch themselves.

18

Veracity of the event -- did it even happen and was it actually attributable to the drug or some
other cause?

19

comorbidities/pre-existing conditions that cast doubt on attribution to rx are unknown (still
reportable but much less useful). temporal dispersion is unclear (did onset of event precede
dosing? continue post-d/c?)

20

How does uncertainty on ANY of these items create an adverse event that SHOULDN'T be
reported? This question looks like a "push" question designed to defend drug companies against
their practices of concealment.

21

I don't have enough info to say whether the first two are "usually" but I would say it is potentially
a problem. After all, "on the Internet, know one knows you're a dog." An interesting problem
could arise where a group of anti-pharma advocates with unverified accounts could flood
something like Twitter with AE "spam". While I imagine it would become fairly obvious that these
were false reports, I'm not sure how the FDA and a company would deal with a such malicious
"attack". Far-fetched? Possibly but I'm always surprised at the harm small groups of individuals
can do when they are sufficiently motivated.

1

22

Just because a patient isn't named doesn't mean the event did not occur. Ignoring this kind of
information could and has been devastating and cannot continue.

23

Mostly there are uncertainties regarding the specific cause to an event which brings doubt to the
question whether it was the drug that originated the event...

25

As per previous comment, if I was to suffer an AE from a drug prescribed to me, I might rant
about it on Twitter, but I would primarily go back to my doctor and get something actually done
about it!
4

Continues on next page…
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AER Uncertainties
None of Above
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Number in brackets indicates # of responses to this question for each group
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